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• V O LU M E F IF T Y -E IG H T .

C O L L E G E V I L L E . P A ., T H U R S D A Y . J A N U A R Y 5 , 1933.

W H O LE N U M BER 2 9 9 6 .

THE “HOME PAPER” OF THE MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
For The Independent.
BEARING O-UR BURDENS
It takes both strength and courage #
To live from . day to day, .
And bravely bear the burdens
-That chance to come our way.

THE DEATH ROLL
Frank Swartley, Sr., died at his
heme in Evansburg on Wednesday,
age 81 years. He is survived by his
wife and six children: Frank, Jr., Nel
son, Clayton and Clifford; Grace, wife
of Samuel Bean and Ella, w ife of Al
ton Espenship. The funeral was held
Saturday at 2 p. m. Interment in the
Meqnonite cemetery. Funeral Direc
tor J. L. Bechtel,

UNDEFEATED C. H. S. HOCKEY
TEAM WILL BE HONORED

COLLEGEVILLE FIRE COMPANY NEGRO CONVICT ESCAPED
OFFICERS ELECTED

FROM GRATERFORD “PEN”

C.
Arthur George was elected presi State and local police throughout
The Collegeville High School’s un
defeated hockey team will be guests at dent of the Collegeville Fire Company Pennsylvania and adjoining States,
are engaged in an intensive man
Each kindly heart is giving
a testimonial dinner to be given by at the annual reorganization meeting hunt for Raymond P. Smith, 26, a
The beat it has to give; of the company in the local fire hall
To make the old world better
the Mothers’ Club and the Collegeville on Monday evening. F. H. Fuhrman Negro, who escaped from the East
Each blessed,day We live.
Lions Club on Wednesday, January l i , was elected first vice president and ern Penitentiary, at Graterford, on
There'is. a glow of sunshine
Reflected from a smile
i:
at ^>.30 p. m., at the Freeland House. Elwood Hofmaster second vice presi Saturday.
To brighten ijp the landscape
The dinner, to be sponsored by the dent. Other officers elected were: - Smith, who was a short time pris
And make this life worth while.
two
clubs, is in honor of the great rec Richard Allebach, recording secre oner, gained his freedom while work
The cordial clasp of friendship
tary; Nevin Rerininger, financial sec ing with a group of the inmates of
Relieves life’s load bf care,
Frank L. Fisher died at his home in ord achieved by the High school maids retary; J. Howard Fenstermacher, the prison on the farm outside the
And makes the daily burdens.
during
the
past
five
years.
They
were
Much: easier to bear.
Audubon on Friday morning, age 62
treasurer; Ralph Miller, -Elwood Hof walls. He slipped away from the
years. He is survived by his wife, undefeated in 45 consecutive games. | master and Howard Tyson, trustees; group between 10 and 11 o’clock on
So let us face the problems
Qf happiness. and .strife,.'
Mrs. Belle Fisher. The funeral was
fire chiefj Charles J. Smedley, first as Saturday morning.
And leave a worthy record
held on Monday at 2 p. m. Interment
Upon the scroll of life.
sistant Elwood Hofmaster, engine
There was nothing spectacular
ENGAGEMENTS ANNOUNCED
in the Lower Providence Presbyterian
foreman
Kenneth
Nace.
about
the negro’s escape, the second
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Mr. and Mrs. Jsaac Prizer, of Drexel
Dorchester, Mass. .
cemetery. Funeral Director J. L.
Chief Smedley reported that four to occur since the institution was es
Hill,
announce
the
engagement
of
Bechtel.-.
their daughter, Miss Marion,: to Elmer pairs of boots belonging to the com tablished at Graterford. He and a
group of 25 other prisoners, in charge
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
Mary T. Miller, widow of William T. A. Gtay, son of Mr, and Mrs. William pany were either lost or stolen at the of a guard were working in the farm
B. Gray, of Trooper. Miss Prizer is Henry Kulp fire in Rahns last week.
Miller,
formerly
of
Trappe,
died
at
her
Smith
The condition of Winifred Landes,
in the office of the executive engineer ■Information relative to the recovery fields, outside the big wall.
who has been on the sick list for some home in Cincinnati, Ohiov The funeral of the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. of the boots will be greatly appreciat simply vanished and his disappear
services will be held in Augustus Lu
ance was not noted until the men were
time is somewhat improved.
theran church, Trappe, on Friday- at Gray is proprietor of Gray’s flower ed by the firemen.
After all bills were paid including brought into the penitentiary for the
Mr. and Mrs. George Rimby spent 2 p. m. Interment in the adjoining shop at Trooper and is the newly elect
the week-end with relatives' in Mary Cemetery. Funeral Director J. L. ed master of' Warren Lodge of Col a bill of $101.00 for 100 feet of new noon meal and a customary check
hose purchased last summer the trea made.
land.
legeville.
Bechtel .
Not until Sunday morning was
Miss Elizabeth Isett, of Elizabeth,
Mr. and Mrs. George Woelfel, of surer reported a deficit of $135.00. The
there
any ylue found as to his meth
trustees
were
then
duly
authorized
N. J., was a Sunday guest of Mrs. >E.
Kathryn S. Scholl, wife of Henry Yerkes, announce the engagement of
S. Moser.
Scholl,' of Sehwenskville, died at her their daughter, Miss Edna Woelfel to upon motion to withdraw $150.00 od of departure after leaving the
prison farm, when information was
The condition of Mr. R ,3. Card- home on Wednesday, December 28, Theodore W. Lorah, of Brooklyn, N. from a Collegeville National Bank furnished Captain Elmer Leithiser by
savings
certificate
to
pay
the
out
well, who has been bedfast for several aged 74 years. Besides the husband, Y. Miss Woelfel is a graduate of Col
A. C. Bean, a farmer who lives at
one daughter, Mrs. Reuben High, of legeville high school and Montgom standing bills.
years, remains about the same.
The- committee who are investigat Fairview Village.
ery
Hospital
-training
school
for
Schwenksville,
survives.
Funeral
was
Miss Lottie Gumm spent a week’s
Bean reported that when he went
ing the inadequate phone facilities for
vacation in New Jersey, visiting rel held on Saturday afternoon with all nurses. She is supervisor of the ac contacting the watchman at the- Col to his garage Sunday morning - his
services at the late residence. Inter cident ward at the institution. Mr.
atives.
Chevrolet touring car was missing. On
ment was in the Schwenksville cem Lorah is the son of Jacob Lorah, of legeville Flag factory where the fire the floor was found a corduroy coat
Robert Schaffer spent the week-end
siren
is
located
gave
a
rep-ort.;
Reading."
He
is
a
graduate
of
Penn
etery. Funeral Director Charles J.
in Atlantic City.
Chief Smedley reported ,on the such as is worn by the prison inmates.
State and the New York Electrical
Franks.,
blowing
of the local fire siren and the The coat was turned over to the pri
Mr. and Mrs. John Gottshalk and
school. He is connected with the
difficulty to properly differentiate son authorities and it bore Smith’s
daughter, Helen, were dinner guests
Western
Union
Telegraph
Co.
EDITOR MOSER’S CONDITION
between long and short calls in - the number, 7827. Bean said that a black
on New Year’s Day at the home of
The
condition
of
Editor
E.
S.
Moser
local call system. The borough fire overcoat which had been placed over
Mr. and Mrs. Henry, Bean, of Harthe hood of the machine was also miss
RED CROSS NEWS
who- is a patient in Riverview Hos
call system is as follows:
leysville.
ing and with this report i t became ap
pital,
Norristown,
recuperating
from
It
would
be
m
ost
remiss,
if
we
did
Miss Verna Fenstermacher resumed
Borough Fire Calls ■
parent that' Smith had substituted
a
series
of
operations
for
the
removal
not, at this time, offer our sincere'
her duties at State Teachers’ College,
the black coat for the corduroy.
First
Ave.—
1
short,
repeat
1
short.
of
an
abdominal
tumor
is
improving
thanks to friends, who so generously
West Chester; -: after spending the
Second Ave.—2 short, repeat 2 short.
The car is a 1928 model. It was
rapidly.
This
week
he
was
able
to
get
responded
to
our
appeal
for
aid
for
the
Christmas holidays with her parents,
Third Ave.—3 short, repeat 3 short.
stolen sometime between 10 Satur
out
of
bed
for
several
hours
each
day.
less
fortunate,
at
a
time
when
all
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fenstermacher. .
Fourth Ave.—-4 short, no repeat.
day night and 6 Sunday morning.
Mr. Moser expects to come home the should be happy.
Mr. and Mrs. William McFarland latter part of the ' week.
Fifth Ave.—5 short, no repeat.
With the discovery of Smithes ' es
The
interest
and
aid
of
the
younger
were the week-end guests of Mr. and
Sixth Ave.—-6 short, no repeat.
cape,
penitentiary officials, initiated
generation, especially, the J u n i o r Seventh Ave.—7 short, no repeat.
Mrs. Irwin Miller, of Lincoln Park.
the telephone alarm system outlined
Community'
Club,
Tfi-Hi-Y,
Girl
Miss Theresa Muche was hostess to
COMMUNITY CLUB NOTES
Eighth Ave.—8 short, no repeat.
several months ago. Under this ar
Scouts, Ursinus Y. W. C. A. and the
the bridge club o f which she' is a
rangement several scores of stores,
On December 28 the club entertain Evansburg Boy Scouts, was most grati Ninth Ave.—9 short, no repeat.
member, at her home last Thursday ed one hundred and forty children and
other business places and private
Out
of
Town
Fire
Calls
evening. Tasty refreshments were many adults, at a Children's Christ fying and to the members of these or East towards Evansburg, 1 long.
dwellings, including several in this
ganizations
we
extend
our
thanks,
and
served and favors were awarded after mas party-, givenw at the College
section,-were advised within a few
West
towards
Trappe,
2long.
also we offer gratitude^ to the mem
a delightful evening of entertainment.
minutes of the escape and provided
North
towards
Rahns,
1
long,
1
short.
chapel.
bers of the following organizations:
The school bell rang out again on
South towards Yerkes, 1 long, 2 short. with a description of the missing man.
Mrs. Helen Scheerer Simmins, of
Tuesday morning at Collegeville High Kirklyn, Pennsylvania, in a very na Trappe Reformed Church, Trappe
Smith, who was serving a sentence
Lutheran
Church,
Needle
Work
Guild,
school summoning the pupils and tural and most pleasing manner, told
of from 18 months to three years, was
DR. G. A. FETTEROLF DEAD
teachers back to jtheir classroom du delightful stories. “Practicing Her Community Club, American Legion
sentenced on March 4, 1932, in Dela
ties after a lengthy Yuletide vacation, Music Lesson” caused much merri Auxiliary, Liens Club, Odd Fellows,
Dr. George Fetterolf, 63, native of ware county on a charge of larceny
Keystone
Grange
and'
American
Le
j Mr. and Mrs. N. Godshall and son ment. It was very real and recalled
Collegeville, professor of ptolaryn-' of automobile. His home was near
were the Sunday guests of Mr. and personal experiences. The story of gion.
gology at the University of Pennsyl Media, and police are searching for
Due to the liberality of all, a joyous vania and a leading ear, nose and him there.
Mrs. Norman Erick .of Trooper.
the “Mustard Plaster” was very amus Christmas- was made possible for
A reward of $50 is'offered by the
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Hatfield and. fam ing. “Beautiful Belinda^’ was es miany who, otherwise,-would have had throat specialist, died December 29 at
his home, 2010 Spruce street, Phila penitentiary for the apprehension of
ily entertained the following guests on; pecially appreciated by those old no Christmas whatsoever.
delphia. Death was caused by cere any prisoners escaping from the in
Friday: Mrs. Herman Bennong and enough to read the “Funnies.” “The
Thirty-seven baskets of food were
stitution.
daughter, Betty May, of Overbrook, Chocolate Cake” was for the smaller distributed to thirty-seven families bral thrombosis.
Dr. Fetterolf, a son- of the late Dr.
and Miss Sara Louise Whiteworth, of children and very characteristic of an consisting of 183 persons. Toys were
Adqm H. Fetterolf, president of SOUR MILK CASE IS
Paoli.
imaginative child.
given to 108 children, many of whom
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Rushong en
RETURNED TO COURT
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buffler of received no other Christmas present. Girard College.from 1883 to 1910, had
been identified with the University of
tertained relatives and friends on New- Philadelphia, were there with their
Much second-hand clothing was dis
An unusual case was aired before
He
Year’s Day .at a/ turkey dinner.
Marionettes and gave a “Punch and tributed; and many pieces of new Pennsylvania for many years.
Justice of the Peace Ellwanger at
Miss Fannie ■Fitzgerald, of Phila Judy” show. It was very well por wearing apparel were also distributed. had an extensive private practice.
His wife, Mrs. Lila Prosser Fet Phoenixville, which . resulted in Rob
delphia, spent the week-end with her( trayed. They have the only legiti Those in need of clothing may secure
ert Willauer, of Spring City, being
grahdp,arents„ Mr. and Mrs. R. J. mate American “Punch and Judy” in same from Mrs. John T. Keyser or terolf, and a brother, Edwin H. Fet held for court on charges of tamper
terolf,
who
lives
at
the
Philadelphia
Cardwell, Of First avenue.
this part of the country. When we Mrs. S. D. Cornish.
ing with milk and malicious mischief.
address, survive.
Classes were resumed at UrsinuS looked at the happy, interested faces
Willauer, an employee of the J.
During December, 1103 pounds of
He was consulting laryngologist for
College on Tuesday morning, after the of the children we knew they were en
flour were distributed to families con many hospitals, including Phipps In Arthur Nelson Dairies serving milk
students returned from 3 two-weeks joying it all' After £he program re
sisting of 192 persons.
stitute, . the University
Hospital, in several towns in the Schuylkill
Christmas and New Years vacation.
freshments were served.
Valley was held on a charge brought
If
you,
whose
generosity
made
this
Methodist
Hospital
and
Eagleville
This Friday evening the Collegeville.
by J. Leidy Bechtel, a Royersford
Mrs. Edward Fretz deserves. our
High basketball teams will play Lower gratitude for a splendid entertain work possible, could only realize the Sanitarium. He was born at College milk dealer. The defendant furnish
joy which you helped send to so many ville and was graduated from the
Moreland High at Lower Moreland.
homes, you would have felt well re University of Pennsylvania in 1887. ed $500 bail.
• .
There will be both a boys’ and a girls’ ment.
Testimony was given by •Bechtel to
• The International Relations Com paid.
During the World War he was a
game.
On or about. January 5th, we will major in the Medical Corps, serving the effect that Willauer had substitut
mittee, of Royersford Women’s Club,
Mr. and Mrs. John Dorsey and fam is sponsoring a lecture given by start distributing milk for the under
ed a quart of milk, later found to be
ily moved on Tuesday from their res Rachel Conard Nason, of Hartford, nourished, and for futher Information most of his time at Camp. Hancock, sour, for a quart of milk delivered by
idence on Fifth avenue, below the Conn., on January 11, at 8 p. m., in about this service, you are invited to Augusta, Ga., where the 28th Divi the plaintiff at the home of one of his
sion, Pennsylvania troops were -in
school, to Philadelphia.
customers.
the Reformed Church, at the corner of communicate with Mrs. S. D. Cornish, training.
A number o f local men were duck Washington and 4th avenuei.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam F. Heller, Jr.,
Air those in distress are requested
There
Funeral services were’held on Sat
hunting in Maryland last week. They will be a nominal charge to defray ex to report to Miss Powel of the Ameri
of Arch street, Spring City, told of
urday
at,
Holy
Trinity
Church,
Phila
were quite f ortunate in f‘bagging” Sev penses. Members and friends of our can Red Cross who will be at the Col
delphia. Burial was in West Laurel haying a bottle of sout milk on their
eral pair o f geese and a number of club are invited.
legeville fire- hall every Tuesday at
doorstop. They are served by the
Hill Cemetery.
ducks.
Bechtel • dairy. Mr. Heller admitted
Mrs. John Keyser, our Welfare 10.30 a. m., or, if immediate- aid is
Leonard Kline, of Philadelphia, Chairman, is doing splendid work in needed, communicate with either Mrs.
planning with Bechtel to find who was
TRI-HI-Y NOTES
spent several days, with Mr. and Mrs. responding to many calls for food and S. D. Cornish (Phone: Collegeville
substituting the “bad” milk for the
Nathan Schonberger and family.
The Tri-Hi-Y has done some really bottle delivered by Bechtel’s wagons.
clothing. She also supervised the 265) or J. Hqnsell French (Phone:
Manuel Schonberger spent several making of one hundred garments, for Collegeville 76).
noble work this Christmas.
They • Willauer denied the charge claim
days in Philadelphia visiting relatives.' the Red Cross.
To all, we offer greetings for the helped a family in unfortunate cir ing “a frame up.”
I. W. K.
Mrs. Herr, of Harrisburg, is spend
New Year and our most sincere cumstances and have made a real
ing some time at the home of her son
thanks.
Mrs. S. D. Cornish, chairman, Christmas for them. The family con
JUNIOR COMMUNITY CLUB
ESTATES DISPOSED OF
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Home Service Committee; Mrs. John sists of a young couple with two
John M. Sherrick, late of PerkioThe Junior Community Club will T. Keyser, chairman, Production Com small children.
Alvin Herr and son Alvin, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas entertained a hold a regular meeting on Tuesday, mittee: Miss Lucy Pbwel, American
The Tri-Hi-Y girls succeeded in meh, disposes of an estate valued at
-January 8, 1933.
number of guests over the week-end.
Red Cross Visitor; J. Hansell French, gathering together some fine articles, $5300. To a daughter, Mrs. Nora
Miss Betty Dolores •Smith, a special chairman, Collegeville Branch Ameri clothes, toys and a large basket of Badman, is given $200 as well as the
representative of the Max Factor can Red Cross.
groceries were delivered on Christmas death benefits from the Philadelphia
NOTE OF APPRECIATION
and Reading Relief Association. The
Studios in Hollywood, California, will
J. H. FRENCH.
Eye. ;■
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Cassel and give a, demonstration on the art of
What has greatly encouraged, the residuary estate is given to three
family and Mr. H, F. Kulp of Rahils Society “Make Up.” She will be sent
girls in this work was the fact that daughters, Mrs. Nora Badman, Mrs.
C, H. S. CLASS REUNIONS
wish to publicly thank all firemen, here through the courtesy of Gimbel
Mr. Julius Strotmier, of Reading, has Catharine W. Harley and Mrs. Ida
The class of 1932 of the Collegeville
neighbors and friends who’helped them Bros., in Philadelphia. Many of the
heard about the club and its efforts Forrest Ash, The-daughter, Mrs. Bad
during and since their recent loss by- movie stars in Hollywood have learn High school enjoyed a turkey dinner through a Tri-Hi-Y member, Alice man, and the National Bank of Sch
I fire.
ed the art of proper make up from and Happy reunion at- the Franklin Gromis, and be has donated a sum of wenksville, are named executors of
House, Trappe, Wednesday evening. money to be used by our club, in so the will which was /executed Novem
Max Factor.
.
HORSE COMPANY MEETING
ber 18, 1929. The testator died De
There will also be a talk on “Travel Later, the evening was spent in play cial service work.
ing cards. Mrs, Harold T. Allebach,
The club not only did this fine work cember 17.
The 97th annual meeting of the ing Through Europe” by Mrs. Grace of Trappe, chaperoned thp party. The
The date line on the will of Joseph
Mingo Express Horse Company, ‘ for Cordry of Ursinus College. /Everyone class included: Misses Anna Albitz, at Christmas time, but will continue
to help support the family during the Ackerman, late*of Trappe, admitted
the election of officers, will be held at is welcome to attend this-meeting.
Kathryn
Allebach,
Ernestine
Angel,
entire year.
B. R.
E.. L. U.
to probate Friday, is Octobed 4, 1927.
Trappe Tavern (formerly Beckman’s
Flora Gerloff, Mildred Godshall, Kath
The date of the execution of the
Induction
Service
Hotel) on Saturday, January 7, 1933
ryn Grater, Frances Harley, Bessie
at one o’clock p. m.
MOTHERS CLUB MEETING
Eight new members of the Tri-Hi- document is given as February 10,
House, Florence Hunsicker, Grace
The regular meeting of the Gollege- Johnson, Edna Jury, Sara Helen Key- Y were installed on December 5th at 1932. The testator died March 10,
1932. The will, which disposes of an
J. D. FRANTZ PROPERTY SOLD ville Mothers Club will be held in the ser, Wilhelmina Klinger, Frieda Mil the combined Mother and Daughter estate, the value of which is set at
meeting and Induction Service.
ler,
Dorothy
Risher,
Kathryn
Risher,
school-buidling
on
Thursday,
Jan
Frank Oppenlander of Clearfield
President Beth Rasmussen, assist $400, directs that his wife Bertha
avenue, Trooper, has purchased the uary 12, at 2.30 p. m. The speaker Iona Schatz, May Sterner, Hannah ed by the other officers of the club, Ackerman shall have the house in
former John D. Frantz property in will be Mr. Yen San Lee of China. Mr. Supplee, Rhoda Ward, Marie Under- presided over the services which were which the testator resided. To a son,
Lee is a student at Ursinus College. cuffler, Adelaide Ewing,- Lucille Som
Providence Square from the estate.
Clarence Ackerman is given $25. The
mers, Lester Becker, Alec Clawson, performed in a beautiful candlelight residuary estate is given to the _wife,
program.
class president; Car! Dambley, Har
NEEDLE WORK GUILD
RIPPLES FROM RAHNS
After the service, Miss J. P. Mirza, Bertha, and a daughter, Helen Acker
old Gensler, Ernest Heyser, J&mes HilA t a recent meeting of the direc lier, Weldeii- Johnson, Charles Ken one of the clubs faculty advisors, gave man. The wife and daughter are
George Cassel and family of Rahns
a talk on Persia, taking us with her on named executors of the will. •
who lost their home with all the fur tors of the Collegeville Branch of the ney, Gerald MeCarraher, Raymond
an imaginary trip to that country and
John M. Bauer, late of Upper Han
nishings in a disastrous fire last week Needle Work Guild of America, the Price, Kenneth Soatchard, William
telling us about the home Jife and over, disposes-of an estate valued at
following
officers
for
the
ensuing
year
Schreiber
and
Warran
Walters,
Jr.
rented the recently vacated property
Mohammedan customs. Many ques $14,000. To a nephew, t Charles H.
of Harry Landis. The Cassels accom of 1933-1934 were elected: president,
On Thusday evening the Collegeville tions were asked and. everyone seem
panied by Mr. H. F- Kulp who owned Mrs. S. D. Cornish; first vice-presi High school class of 1930 .participated ed very much interested in the detail Bauer, is given $1000. A trust fund
of $300 is created for the: care of a
the home and lived with them moved dent, Mrs. H. P. Tyson; second vice in a reunion and turkey-dinner at the
on Wednesday.' The Landis property president, Mrs. Lawrence Walt; sec Franklin House. Mi", and Mrs. Harold ed descriptions given by Miss Mirza. cemetery lot. The residuary estate
is located next door to the ruins of retary, Mrs. H. D. Rushong; assistant T. Allebach were honor guests and. The meeting was closed with the sing is placed in trust for the life benefit
ing of “Follow the Gleam.”
secretary, Mrs. Louis Cornish; trea
of testator’s wife,-Mary E. Bauer. At
their former home.
these’ class members: Miss Marie Lo
The Tri-Hi-Y has started a library "the death of the wife, the estate is to
surer, Mrs. A. T. Allebach.
The following are the directors' of gan,' president'^ Misses Marian Gar for its members. As yet the number he distributed as follows: Frank W.
GRATERFORD NEWS
the local branches in addition to-the rett, Helen Supplee, Frieda Ratner, of books in the library is comparitive- Bauer, a brother, nineteen-twentyCarl Muller, Margaret Frederick, Har
Mr. Jesse Kline is on the sick list. officers who are also directors: Mrs. old Geyer, Rolanji Bean, Lillie White, ly small, but the-girls hope to make eighths; Hulia Miller, a sister, onetheir library a fair sized one.
eighth; Daniel Bauer, a nephew, one\ A child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Paul Chamar, Mrs. George Clamer, Wilmer Hopwood, Matilda Kutra, Mil
M. B.
twelfth;' Charles H .; Bauer, William
Mrs.
Joseph
Fegley,
Mrs.
Luvenia
Grimison is ill with scarlet fever.
dred Smith, Jack Freed, Joseph Far-'
Bauer, Raymond
Bauer,
Francis
Game protectors are trapping Fie, Mrs. Morvin Godshall, Mrs. Lin- rell and Helen Landis. Games and
ASKS AID tO LOCATE SISTER
Baper, Clarence Bauer, Robert Bauer,
Pheasants on the penitentiary tract. wood Heckler, Mrs. Abram Hend cards followed the dinner.
William H. Frantz, of Providence and Katie Rutz, nephews and niece,
At least fifty birds have been captured ricks, Mrs. Raymond Landes, ' Mrs.
Square, Collegeville, R, F. D., wishes each nineteen three hundred and
to date. These birds are taken to the John Lentz, Mrs. H. A. Mathieu, Mrs.
TURKEY SUPPER
to get in touch with his sister Ruth L. thirty-sixths each; The'testator died
Fisher Game Farm and used for breed- Countus Mayberry, Mrs. Adelle T.
Miller, Mrs. Phoebe Baldwin, Mrs. A.
The Adult Bible Classes of Trinity Frantz who left for parts unknown December 19, 1932, The .w ife is
Ing purposes.
L. Oberholtzer, Mrs. G. L. Omwake, Reformed Church will hold a turkey about 12 years ago. Both parents, Mr. named executor of the will", which was
Someone has said th a t in the mod- Mrs. Harold Foley, -Mrs. Edwin Reiff, supper in the Hendricks Memorial and Mrs. John D. Frantz, died in 1931 executed March 22, 1930.
jp t household practically everything Mrs. Horace Rimby, Mrs. Horace Say building on Saturday evening, Jan and the other children wish to settle
A subscription to The Independent
uary 14, 1933. Tickets, including des up the estate and .give their sister the
18 under the control of an electric lor, Mrs. Morgan Weber.
is $1.50 well spent.
I. C.
share she is entitled to.
sert, 50 cents.
switch except the children’

♦ s= « = = g = sag = siS 5 S M as^^

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
BY JAY HOWARD

Miss Carolyn Thurlow delightfully

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS
Raymond P, Campbell, Jr.,

three-

J entertained at a New Year’s Eve par year-old, son of Dr. and Mrs. Raymond

Beer by-Christmas, but the Demo
crats forgot to add what year.
The weather statisticians tell us
that 1932 .was warmer and wetter
than the normal average year.
The negro convict who escaped
from the “Pen” on Saturday special
izes in stealing automobiles. That is
how he got away. And that was how
he got there.
Everything else is com ing-dow nwhy not electricity? It has often
seemed to me that a public utility is
in a class by itself with no competi
tion. The power trust has the public
by the throat ahd»is throttling the life
out of it.
FOR SALE—Two 1932 model lisense plates, front and rear, fit any
car, good as new, used only one year.
Cost $10.00. Will sell for two cents'
on cash deal. No mail orders filled.'
Can also be used to close up rat holes.
Apply to Jay Howard.
Robert Miller, well-known Trappe
plumber, bought a second-hand wheel
for his automobile at Goldberg’s junk
yard the other day. Bob worked six
hours to remove the purchased wheel
and fit it up on hi^ own car. And
when he had the job completed he
found that he had been wrong in his
measurements. Bob’s ear takes a 19inch wheel and the wheel he got from
Goldbelrg takes; a 20-inch rim.
Bob’s friend, John Tyson, the Trappe
tinsmith, says Bob didn’t even swear
when he made the discovery—fie was
too'mad to swear;
Think this over! Volunteer fire
companies are supported by dues from
their members and donations from the
property holders in their vicinity. Sup
pers and festivals make much work
and would bring. in little profit if it
were not for the bolstering “dona
tions” from local citizens. When
there is a fire the firemen jump out,
of a warm bed or dash from their em
ployment to save some one else’s
property—without a cent of remunera
tion for themselves or their organi
zation.
Maybe thousands of dollars are sav
ed by the efficient work of the firemen
--and for whom? Why for the prop
erty owner of course; but don’t forget
the fire insurance company or com
panies who have endangered property
underwritten. In these times almost
everybody has their property insured.
And furthermore the property holder
who suffers a fire loss is often hard
put at sueh a time and cannot afford
a donation to the firemen for the wear
and tear upon the, apparatus. But
how about the insurance companies
who carried the endangered proper
ties?
Financially they benefited
thru the firemen’s work.
Most insurance .companies could
well afford to help support the fire(Continued on page 4)

ROYERSFORD POLICE CHIEF
FREED IN LOCKOFF SLAYING
Otto Bertz, chief of the Royersford
police force, was acquitted Tuesday af
ternoon by a jury before Judge Corson
of the charge of voluntary man
slaughter.
The Commonwealth charged Bertz
With the slaying of Victor Lockoff, of
Spring City and Phoenixville, when
Lockoff on the night of August 3, last,
attempted to escape from custody af
ter he had been placed under arrest
on a warrant held by the policeman.
Bertz fired three shots after the fugi
tive and one struck him in the back
of the head mortally wounding him.
With Bertz at the time was Charles
Murray a special officer. The two of
ficers had been looking for Lockoff
with a warrant issued at the request of
Florence, Lockoff young wife of the
victim of the shooting, who charged
him with assault and battery.
The jury was out only a little over
half an hour.
J. B. UNDERCOFFLER REUNION
The annual family reunion of the
children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren of the late J. B. Undercoffler was celebrated with a
family dinner party, held in the
I. O. O. F. hall Evansburg. A goose
dinner was served to the 62 guests.*
Wilson Undercoffler presided and
many of the guests responded to in
formal talks. Officers were elected,
and Wilson Undercoffler, of Norris
town was elected president and the
other officers include Mrs. Harold Al
lebach, of Center Point, secretary ; and
Percy Undercoffler, of Trappe, treas
urer.
. A program of recitations and playettes was presented by the guests,
also a group chorus by the men,
women and children. A feature of the
program was the arrival of Santa
Claus, who presented each one present
with a gift. Games were later played.
POLE FELL ACROSS ROAD
On Tuesday evening at about 10
o’clock a telephone pole fell across the
Ridge pike near the switch in front
of the Lower Providence Baptist
church on Skippack hill. As the pole
fell it snapped several high-tension
electric wires and caused considerable
sparking. At the time the pole fell an
automobile ascending the hill, and, un
able to stop, struck the pole and
knocked it off the road. No" serious
damage was done to the car or the
occupants.'
URSINUS WRESTLING MATCH
The Ursinus College wrestling team
will rtieet the Temple University grapplers on Saturday evening in the Ur
sinus gym in the first home match, of
the season. There will be eight bouts.
Temple has two Middle Atlantic
States champions. Admission is 40
cents.

ty at her home here on Saturday even P. Campbell, of Norristown died in
ing. A variety of games were en Montgomery Hospital early Sunday
joyed
and
dainty
refreshments evening. The youngster was stricken
brought the old year to a happy close, with influenzal meningitis a month
whereupon the new year was loudly ago. Every aid known to medicine
welcomed.
Miss Thurlow’s guests and surgery was erflisted in an effort
were: Miss Margaret Lewis of Blooms- to conquer the ailment, but to no avail.
burg, Miss Dorothy Allen of Norris
Injuries received when kicked by a
town, Miss Sara Helen Keyser of Col-, horse while cleaning its stable caused
legeville and Misses Florence Miller, the death of James Essick, 67, East
Rose Undercuffler, Sara Undereuffler Nantmeal farmer, at 5 a. m. Saturday.
and Grace Allebach of this borough, He never regained consciousness. •
Messrs William Little, Robert Grif
Monday,'January 23, has been set by
fin of Philadelphia, Jay Hagenbuch of
Bloomsburg and Norris
Johnson, Governor Pinchot for the execution of
Percy Undercuffler and Ray Hagen Jake Lehman, murderer of Ralph
Spanish, of Conshohoeken.
He is
buch of Trappe.
seeking a life imprisonment sentence.
DJrs. Melvina Mathieu entertained
at bridge on New Year’s Eve at her ' More than five thousand automo
home here. Favors were Teeeived by biles, according to Officer Grover Carl,
Miss Miriam Hendricks and Mr. and were parked in the vicinity of the E s
Mrs. J. T. Ebert of Cbllegeville,, Miss penship sales stables at PerkiomeriElizabeth Smith of Jeffersonville, Mr. ville last Monday during, the weekly
and Mrs. Chester Bush of Royersford, combination sale there. The number
Mr. and" Mrs. Harley Shoemaker, Mrs. was arrived at by actual count, he
Percy Mathieu and Harold Brownback, said.
Edward K. Ream, of Louisville, Ky.,
of Trappe, John Keyser of Jefferson
ville and Herman Mathieu of Wil scion of a wealthy New York family,
in a suit on file in United States
mington, Delaware. Other guests in
Court, Philadelphia, seeks $415,514.98
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hen from the National Iron Bank of Pottsdricks, Mrs. Adelle Miller, Miss Hat
to\tfn, for allegedly charging him usur
tie Fetterolf of Collegeville, Mrs.
John Keyser of Jeffersonville, Paul ious interest rates on loans of about
Pryor and James Wilkie of Pottstown, $728,000 made between 1927 and 1931.
One bite of a sandwich is valued at
Mrs. Herman Mathieu of Wilmington,
and Mr. and Mrs, Harry Mathieu, Mrs. $1,000 by Gilbert D. Oetzel, o f Phila
Harold Brownback and Percy Mathieu delphia, in an action filed by Attorney
Of this borough. Refreshments werex Harry Sablosky, against. Frank Suntheimer, trading as the Suntheimer
served at twelve o’clock.
Baking Company, of Hatboro. -Oet
TJje January meeting of the Penne- zel elaims when he bit, into a sand
packer Home and School League will wich made of two slices of bread
be held in the new Upper Providence from the defendant bakery, he struck
consolidated schobl building on Thurs a piece of jagged glass which badly
day evening, January 12 at 7.30 cut the roof of his mouth and caused
o’clock; Esq. Eli F. Wismer of Potts him much pain and inconvenience.
town will be the guest speaker at this
Assessed a fine of $25 for unlawful
occasion. Musical selections will be
given by Mrs. John Pearson and MrS. ly practicing taxidermy ' without a
Ralph Jones. All patrons and friends license, Felix J. BarehQck, 30, a deputy
game protector, of Bridgeport, ten
are urged to be present.
dered his resignation as a deputy pro
Miss Evelyn Seyler of Stowe spent tector, following a , hearing before
several days as the guest of Miss Mil- Magistrate Farrington, of Upper Merly Dysinger.
ion. Barchock was accused by Game
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Tyson and Protector Ambrose Gerhart, of Soufamily entertained Mr. and Mrs. Paul derton, his immediate superior.
Tyson and family of Royersford on
Sunday;
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Morloek, Miss J. C. PARSONS, PROMINENT
Helen Darr and George Omrod of
PHOENIXVILLE MAN, DEAD
Philadelphia were dinner guests at
Funeral
services for J. Clarence
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard W.
Parsons,
55,
one of Phoenixville’s
Omrod on Sunday.
foremost citizens, who died last Wed
Mr. and Mrs. John T1. Favinger and nesday afternoon, after an illness of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester C, Bush ' of several days of a heart ailment, was
Royersford, Miss Helen Phillips of held Saturday afternoon at his late
Philadelphia and Miss Kathryn Hugh residence in Phoenixville.
es of Pottstown were New Year’s day
J._C. Parsons was a man whose ex
guests pf Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Faving
treme activity identified him with
er and family;
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin C. Brunner en every worthwhile commufiity project.
tertained the following guests at a He was a member of the Unemploy
New Year’s dinner on Sunday: Mr. ment Relief Committee. In January
and Mrs. Frank C. Hood and daugh he would have completed three years
ter Esther o f Wyncote, Mr. and Mrs. as a councilman and president of the
William Kratz and Miss Annie Whit body. To Mr. Parsons can be credited
by, Mrs. Wilson ■ Brunner, Mr. and the borough manager form of govern
Mrs. S. Walter Stearly and son Doug ment. In January, 1916, he became
las and Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Brun president of the Fanners and Mech
anics National Bank, having previous
ner and son Earl- of Trappe.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Evans and ly served as a member of the board of
daughter Virginia and Howard Rowan directors; He conceived the idea of
of Jeffersonville spent New Year’s day bringing about a merger of the in
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. terests of the old National Bank, of
Phoenixville with his own bank. He
Wismer and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Pennepacker was president of the Phoenixville
were dinner guests at the home of Mr. Publishing Company, having succeed
and Mrs. Brooke M. Barlow of ed the late H. H. Gilkyson, Sr.
Limerick on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thiele of. TRAFFIC LIGHT ASSURED
Philadelphia and Miss Harriett Wea
AT DEAD MAN’S CORNER
ver of Harrisburg were dinner guests
Way
was
paved for the erection of
of Mr. and’ Mrs. Charles E. Thrush on
the proposed traffic light at Dead
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Harvey Moyer en Man’s Comer, at the intersection of
tertained'these guests at dinner on the Layfield road and Swamp pike,
Monday; Mrs. Kate’Godshall of Grat- when the Pottstown Automobile Club
ersford, Vernon Godshall of Philadel authorized an agreement with Warren
phia, Mr. and Mrs. J. Clifford Wal Steltz, of New Hanover, for the rental
ters of Reading and Miss Mary Huns- of a piece of ground on which to
berger and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Huns- plant a pole for the light.. For this
berger and daughter Jean of this privilege the Automobile Club will
pay Steltz $50 and the cost will be
borough.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Nelson, of near entered in the books of the club as a
Royersford, entertained at a family service item.
State Highway Department officials
dinner at the Franklin House on Sun
day. There-were ten guests. Mr. Nel and the county commissioners of
son is steward at the Montgomery Montgomery had approved of the
erection of the traffic light as a means
county home.
of reducing the number of accidents
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Heany and at this particular corner.
Through
family and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wil activity of the* motor club the county
liams spent Sunday a t the home of commissioners had agreed to both
Mr. and Mrs; John Kulp of Ziegler- erect and maintain the light, but they
ville.
refused to assume the cost of the rent
Mrs. Isaac Tyson spent a day at the
demanded by Steltz.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bechtel
Manager O. C. Beacraft stated that
of Mingo.
Steltz had agreed to the pole being
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Landis and planted at the corner of his property
family of Skippack were the dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs; Carl F.. Bow for $50.00.
ers and family on Monday.
Mr. and MrS. Henry U. Wismer and
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wismer spent
Tuesday as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Heebner of East Norriton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Fischer, Wil
liam Jr. and Herman Fischer, Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Shirk and children Wes
ley and Melvina, Miss Florence Wischman and Mr. and Mrs. William Math
ieu of Mt. Airy, Miss Verda Keyser of
Collegeville, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
W. Mathieu and family of Wilming
ton, Delaware, Mr. and Mrs. Henry W.
Mathieu and son and Mr. and Mrs.
Percy W. Mathieu and family of this
borough were New Year’s day dinner
guests Of Mrs. Melvina Mathieu.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith and
family of Mont . Clare and Mr. and
Mrs. Wilmer Allebach of this borough
spent Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. M. N. Allebach and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver D. Bechtel and
Mr and Mrs. Charles J. Franks and
son Charles were dinner guests at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Bechtel
on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Greiner and
family spent Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Greiner of West
Chesterr
Mr. and Mrs, Warren Poley and
children Kathryn, Elmer, and Ronald
spent the week-end with relatives in
Lebanon County.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Franks and
son Charles were dinner guests at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Prowell of Oak Lane on New Year’s
evening.
(Continued on page 4)

SENATOR BOYD CHOSEN
PRESIDENT PRO. TEM
Senator James S. Boyd, of Norris
town shortly after the opening of the
Pennsylvania state legislature Tues
day, was re-elected president pro tem
pore of the Senate at Harrisburg. Rep
resentative Grover C. Talbot, of Dela
ware county, was chosen speaker of
the house.
Both Boyd and Talbot had been
chosen as heads of the senate and
house, respectively, Monday night,
and their elections were mere for
malities.
FAMILY REUNION AT LIMERICK
A family reunion was held New
Year’s Day at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. S. E. Renninger, Limerick, when
all of their children gathered to help
celebrate the day. A ■huge turkey
graced the table, with all its fixins’. .
The following were present: Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Arnold and son,
Raymond, of Philadelphia; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Getty, of Norristown; Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Morrow and daughter,
Laura Jean, of Royersford; Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Maute and sons, Harry,
Donald and Lavern; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Renninger, of Pottstown; Mr.
and M rs., Howard Renninger and
daughter; Hazel Jean;, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rhoads and children, Robert
and Betty-; Miss Stella Renninger,
Harry Astheimer, Clarence^ John, Al
vin, Linwood and Alton Renninger and
the host and hostess, Mr; and Mrs.
Solomon Renninger, all of Limerick.
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IN D E P E N D E N T

Seekers of N ew Plants
'Find Thrills in Plenty

A ll Can Find H ealthful
R ecreation in Bowling

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ###
$
*
W atch and Clock
*
*
Repairing
Pennsylvania is to be congratulated *
*
—and, more important than that, *
I. F. HATFIELD»
emulated. Every state must, if it is $
*
to prepare for the future, take the *
8 GIcnwood Avenue,
*
farmer out of the mud.
*
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
*
International business is the only * * * * # * * * 4 fr* * * * * * * * * * * # * # #ijl|
kind that can run right along with
only talk about paying debts instead
of paying them.—Cleveland Times.

binder is applied. And a typical Penn
ONLY 75 IN U. S. HAJTE
Passenger Pigeon Victim
sylvania rural road has been complet
$1,000,000 INCOMES ed.
of March of Progress

The passenger pigeon has gone the
Depression times have cut in half
What is the best recreation for a
way
of the dodo. It is extinct. Once the number of American millionares.
man whose brain is upset by business
it was one of the most abundant crea Treasury statistics show that where
worries?
tures on the North American conti as in 1929 there were 513 and in 1930
The answer is “bowls," according to
nent. But the last' one died in 1914, there were 150 persons in the United
Prof. William G. Anderson, who has
outlined a “games diet” for everyone and its stuffed form now graces a States with incomes of more than $1,shelf In one of the exhibition rooms 000,000 a year, the number dropped in
from seven to seventy.
of the Smithsonian institution at 1931 to 75.
Children between the ages of seven
Washington.
The average net income for 3,116,and fourteen, he says, should keep fit
During the last few years there 317 returns made for 1931 was $4245.by tree-climbing. This develops a
boy’s torso, leg, hip and arm muscles have been frequent reports that the1 83, as compared with $5100.10 in 1930.»
passenger pigeon still exists in remote The average tax liability was $77.43
better than any other game.
localities. Letters are frequently re and $140.29 respectively.
IBBBBBBBB,
Cricket is the ideal game from four ceived by various institutions from
Individual net income for the cal
teen to twenty-one. The mental stim
persons claiming to have seen one.
endar year 1931 amounted to $13,231,ulation from making a big score or
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
The Smithsonian institution believes 352,042, as compared with $17,220,Happy New Year
bowling well does more to develop
that
all
plausible
clews
should
be
in
753,620 in 1930 and $25,226,326,912 in
the boy’s muscles than strenuous ex
AND
vestigated. Nevertheless it feels cer 1928, the all-time high.
ercise.
tain
that
the
passenger
pigeon
is
ex
to Everybody
Corporate income totaled $3,110,Between twenty-one and thirty-five
SCHUYLKILL ANTHRACITE
tennis is the best health-creator. It tinct. The last authentic report of 632,568 during 1931, as against $5,gives mental stimulation largely be the bird being seen in the wild state 627,312,995 in 1930 and $11,653,886,Personally I wish to
002 in 1929, the record post-war year.
cause the game provides scope for in was received in 1898.
CANNAL
AND
BITUMINOUS
The
last
known
passenger
pigeon
thank
everyone for their
These statistics showed that de
dividuality.
Bowls, says Professor Anderson, is a died in captivity in the Cincinnati zoo creases in earnings became progres
patronage for the past
gatne for men of all ages. It is the at 1 p. m. on September 1, 1914. • That sively greater as the size of incomes
year 1932.
day
marked
the
closing
chapter
in
the
increased.
only game a man can play with benefit
Earnings of millionaires, profession
when he is worried by business or book of what man had done to the
domestic affairs. Obviously the ladies passenger :pigeon. For it was the al and business men, farmers and job
have realized this, for there are now spread of the city, the cutting down holders were all affected.
many bowls clubs for women and their of the forests and the slaughter of the
Of individuals reporting incomes
Prescriptions Filled Just As
membership - lists are increasing rap pigeons by the thousands that led to for 1931, 1,455,007 yvere taxable and
Best Grades
their
extinction.
idly.—Boston Globe.
your Doctor Wishes Them—
1,661,310 nontaxable. Tax liabilities
/
on these returns totaled $241,282,875.
Right.
The decease in returns filed last year
Many Living Buddhas in
Find W isconsin Peat Bog
as compared with 1930 was 7.71 per
Registered Manager Always
“Holy Places” of Tibet cent.
Dates From G lacial A ge
In Tibet at least one member of ev
The total net individual income for
An investigation into the origin and
in Charge.
t RAINEY-WOOD |
development of an age-old peat bog in ery family is a priest or monk, and 1931 was $3,989,401,578 or 23.17 per
Wisconsin has been made by experts the supreme rule is vested in a map cent, less than t h e , previous year,
of the botanical department of the supposed to be an incarnation or while the tax liability decreased 40.03
Quality and Service—Our Motto
State university.
The conclusion “manifestation” of the god Buddha. per cent.
But
it
is
not
only
the
Dalai
Lama
Corporations in 1931 numbered
Come In
Look Around
reached was that the bog began as a
lake in the period when glaciers swept of Lhasa who is supposed to be a liv 493,293 of which'170,683 showed net
ing Buddha. Certain Tibetan monas incomes amounting to $3,110,642,568
over the state.
teries have their own “manifesta and a tax liability of $331,119,732.
The botanists found 25 kinds of fos
sil pollens, of which ten-were signifi tions” of the god, just as holy as the Compared with 1930 • returns these
cant in determining the history of the Dalai Lama, but without his. author figures show a decrease in net income
We will appreciate th e op?
of $2,516;670,427 or 44.72 per cent, and
bog. A layer of water mosses next ity in temporal matters.
Officially,
these
living
Buddhas
don’t
a
decrease
in
tax
of
$287,126,599,
or
p o rtu n ity to supply y o u r
to the ciay in the deepest part of the
bog lent support to the lake theory. die—they just transfer their spirit to 46.44 per cent.
heating needs.
The CoIIegeville Druggist
a
new
body.
When
this
happens
the
Evidence that the development of
monks
look
for
babies
born
about
the
the bog was not an uninterrupted pro
PENNSYLVANIA TAKES THE
5th & Reading Pike CoIIegeville
cess was found in the disclosure of saffie time and examine their bodies
FARMER OUT OF THE MUD
for
certain
marks.
If'
thqse
are
found
layers of raw peat separated by lay
In a recent issue of the New Repub
ers of oxidized peat or muck, indicat a selection of rosaries, mitres, and so
ing striking climatic changes during on are laid before the infant. If it lic, Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania
CoIIegeville, Pa.
picks out the property of the late wrote on “Lifting the Farmer Out of
* A subscription to The Independent
the long process of formation.
Lama, it is recognized as the new man the Mud.”
is a $1.50'well spent.
ifestation of the Buddha.
Not so many years ago, Pennsyl
These beliefs and customs are very vania’s road situation was like that of
A ttr a c tio n s o f C o n w a y
IBBBBflBBflflBflflflBflBBflBflBBBBII
Conway is one of the loveliest and remote from our own, and one won most other states—it had a certain
most Interesting .old towns of Wales, ders what the Dalai Lama made of mileage of superhighways - costing
famous for several things, its great the translation of “The Pilgrim’s Prog $50,000 to $70,000 a mile, and thou
tubular bridge, designed by Robert ress" into Tibetan, which was recent sands1of miles of unimproved or halfStepiUnson; its historic castle, which ly sent to him by the Religious Tract improved roads which became a se
seems too like the- castles in fairy society.—London Answers.
quence of mud-holes in bad weather.
books and giant tales to be real; its
Then it adopted a new policy. The
memorials of the great struggle be
state took over 20,000 miles of infer
J a p a n e s e “ W ra p p e d M o n e y ”
tween Edward I and Llewellyn, whose
A peculiar banking practice adopted ior roads with the purpose of trans
statue is in Lancaster square. There
by
the ancient Japanese banking house forming them into dustless, mudless
are several quaint old houses in the
hardsurfaced thoroughfares,
good
town, one in High street dating from of the Mitsuis in feudal days was the every day in thg year. It studied the
(Patent applied for)
use
of
'‘Wrapped
money.”
This
con
1300, and their panelled rooms arid
construction of cheaper roads for
for it is our guess that conditions will not be any better during -1933
ornamental ceilings are well worth sisted of gold or silver money wrapped lighter traffic and found that where
Saving iiftu el up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
seeing.. At St. Mary’s church th^ In paper. The package was sealed old road-beds had good bases, a satis
than they were during 1932.
O rig in o f “ T o p H o le ”
Installation made in any furnace,
tourist finds in the south porch the with the seal of the Issuing exchange
Get in touch with us, phone 107
The origin of the terta “Top hole” Is gravfe made famous by Wordsworth’s house, and bore in writing the amount factory bituminous surface could be
in any weather in a few hours.
of the contents and signature of the laid for from $1,500 to $2,500 a mile.
uncertain, but the following suggestion
The severest part of the winter
CoIIegeville, Pa/, and have our
poem, “We Are Seven.”
It found that in other cases hardsur
TECHNOCRACY—W HAT ?
head of the house.
has been made by a correspondent:
and the treachorous weather of
representative make a survey to
faced
roads
•
could
be
constructed
So high was the prestige of the ex
“I heard the word in use,” he wrote
early spring are still ahead of
tell you the facts. It costs noth
What is this “technocracy” that people everywhere are begin in 1005, “in the mess at Sierra Leone.
change houses that the packages cir cheaply with bituminous binders.
P a v lo v a ’s H o m e S o ld
you.
ing for this survey, and it will
Whenever possible local materials
I took it that it had reference to a
The house where Pavlova lived for culated at face value without being
ning to talk about-—now that prohibition is getting stale?
Why battle along with old fash
game I had seen played at fairs; a
clear up many misconceptions.
many years, Ivy house, North End opened. “Wrapped money” may thus were utilized in building the road. A
ioned unreliable coal heating?
Ever since the beginning of the depression we have heard feat of strength. It consisted of strik road, Goldersgreen, London, has been be said to have been an early form of type was gradually evolved—not the
Why
wot
up
with
dirt,
dust,
la
You can figure your cost with
much about the unemployment that has been created by the de ing a peg with a heavy wooden maul, the sold. 'Ivy house has a very beautiful paper money in Japan, differing from cheapest type, but that which really
bor, responsibility and worry?
peg being connected with an upright.
When the dancer acquired present paper money chiefly in that combined economy with service and
our burner the same as coal at
Why
not
have
the
assurance
of
velopment of the machine. Even during the palmy days it was The blow caused an Indicator to fly garden.
the property she gave a “house-warm ‘the holder could actually feel that long wear—and as a result first-class,
perfect
peace
of
mind
that
a
re
$7.00 per ton.
estimated that more than half a million jobs were being displaced up this upright, on which figures were ing” party outdoors, and danced a there was something “behind” his note. rural roads were and are being built
liable automatic Clamer Burner
—Herbert
M.
Bratte>
in
Asia
Maga
for less than $6,000 a mile.
marked that indicated the strength of
ballad upon the lawn for her guests.
will bring.
annually by machines.
Governor Pinchot describes one of
the blow. When the weight went
She spent hours when at home tend zine.
these
$6,000
roads.
First
a
20-foot
right
up
to
the
top
the
attendant
Installed complete
Now this subject, .with all its implications and anticipated
ing her plants or watching the swans
0 0
oadbed is provided, necessitating
out, ‘top hole,’ which delighted
upon the miniature lake. To her
Less
Tank
effects, is being discussed under the term Technocracy. All is shouted
S
h
rin
e
f
o
r
P
r
i
n
t
e
r
s
cleaning out, widening and easing of
the striker, who retired, having ex friends Pavlova confessed that if she
It is not without reason that the Vis curves and grades. Drainage follows.'
based on the studies of an organization of engineers which for more pended a lot of energy and a penny.” were not a dancer she would be a
itor to Antwerp In Belgium is asked Then a road 14 to 16 feet wide is built
than ten years has been engaged in a study of this^question and This appears a very feasible solution. gardener. She further enhanced the so often if he has yet seen the house in
the center of the bed. The base
—London Answers.
charm of her domain by giving a home of Chrlstophe Plantin. The worthy
has just issued its first preliminary report at the convention of the
in it to a flock of pigeons and two citizen was a French printer of the course is usually stone and averages
five inches in thickness.
Over - this
American Association for the Advancement of Science, in Atlantic
magnificent peacocks.—London Mail.
340=342=344 M ain S tre e t, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
F r o m H e r r in g t o C h e e s e
Sixteenth century and made Antwerp comes an application of three to four
Into,
the
north
of
Holland
the
sea
his home and printshop. In the angle inches of finer stone. A bituminous
IBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBHUI
City, last week.
bitten deep, making what is known
of the Marche due Vendredi, it can be
L a n th a n u m ’s S p e c tr a
The report shows that it took an ancient Roman shoemaker has
as the Zuider zee, a huge shallow sea,
For th’e past 70 years scientists found around its quaint little court
five and one-half days to make a pair of shoes and that the 7,200 where in past times herring were plen throughout the world have been strug yard. It has a unique collection of
and provided a livelihood for gling to obtain a complete spectro old furniture and paintings by Rubens
shoemakers in the Guild could make 7,200 pairs of shoes in five tiful
fishermen who lived on the shores.
Analysis of lanthanum, the rare and VanDyck. The old printing office,
and one-half days. To-day a modern plant with the same number But the herring left and the Dutch scopic
element with 57 electrons. This 70: the proprietor’s office and the sales
of employes and in the same time would produce 595,000 pairs. decided to build a huge dam across year struggle has ended by workers of room are preserved complete, and the
the narrow Opening of the sea and .re our bureau of standards who have de
house itself is a fine Renaissance ex
But for whom ?
claim the land for dairy purposes.
termined the wave lengths and rela ample of the better burgher type.
So it goes on through various human activities, all tending to After two hundred years this has at tive intensities of more than 1,500 'Priceless treasures of engraving and
last been done, and when the land is
printing can be seen, and the place has
show that high speed machines can supply all the wants of a great finally drained there"will be 900 square lines of this spectra. They also in become a favorite shrine for American
vestigated nearly 500 of these lines
number of persons, but that they tend to overproduction and to un miles, or a whole new province of in a strong magnetic field. Their sue newspaper men.
those rich grasslands, from whence the
employment of those’ who are expected to purchase the articles Edam cheese comes. This tremendous cess is' expected to aid materially in
th a t S aves Y ou T im e a n d M oney
studies, as an analysis of the
T h e O ily C ity
made by the machine, and without whose purchase the machines sea dyke is 400 feet thick at the sea atomic
spectrum releases considerable infor
■
' Thousands qf Homekeepers are now using
Baku is the largest port on the
and towers up out of the sea
must stop.
In fact, the survey goes on to show that, as the bottom
mation on the structure and habits of Caspian sea, and capital of the Azer
Oven-fresh'Bread of our Baking. They know the
to a parapet 23 feet above sea level.
the. atom.
machine improves, we come nearer and nearer to the elimination of
baijan Soviet Republic, ‘Today it is
Quality and Purity are dependable and always
mainly inhabited by Turkomen, but it
Nineteen
all hptna.n employment.
the
same. Compare the goodness today and
W o r th
delicious slices
was founded by the Arabs in the Fifth
F u lfilm e n t o f a V ow
Not what a man has, but what a
century.
Its
nearness
to
Persia
brings
The first principle of technocracy is the elimination of waste
thetCjet
us do your bread baking too.
St. Bartholomew’s hospital in Lon
man is, is the-true measure of a man’s
in many Persian merchants with their
efficiency in its broadest sense. It aims to make man culturally) worth. It is his properties rather don, was built as the result of a vow colorful wares—raw silk and cotton,
Sliced and
loaf
Eight hundred years ago a courier rich carpets and shawls. Baku Is the
medically, economically efficient. To do this technocracy proposes than his property, by which, he is to named
W rapped
RaherC~ started on a pilgrim
be
estimated.
And
the
way
a
man
third
largest
oil
producing
center
In
a world ruled by engineers, with production based on the needs, shows what he is, and what are his age to Rome. Becoming ill during the
sliced or Unsliced
the world. A pipe line from Baku
rather than the desires of the consumer, and distribution of goods properties, is by his chosen activities journey, he vowed to St. Bartholomew runs right across the Caucasus to
large wrapped loaf
that if he were spared he would build
based on the general well-being rather than the ability of the con In life. His tastes and their gratify a hospital for the poor. He recovered Batum on the Black sea. From Baku,
C* U t f I*ehcious
«
ing, his desires and their pursuing, are
/F C /Y J
Finest
Soviet steamers ply northward to As* Golden q
big Q Q
sumer to pay.
fftjW
Red Ripe « med
a resultant evidence of a man’s char and in due course the hospital was trakan, the caviar city at the mouth
built, partly by his own hands
acter.
“Be
aware,
therefore,”
,
says
of
the
Volga,
and
southward
to
Enzell,
In fact, technocracy explicitly renounces the price system,
“Bart’S.,” by the way, is the only hos
Marcus Aurelius, “that every man is
a port of Persia.
Choice of halves or slices in rich, heavy
which, it says, is workable only for a system based on static man worth just so much as the things are pital within the eity of London, and
•Selected for the ruddy color, superb flavor
syrup. Regular 12c value.
lord mayor and aldermen of the
and meatiness. Regular 10c.
power, and not on our system which includes rapidly increasing worth about which he busies himself.” the
city, while holding office, automatical
M any B an an a T ypes
ASCO Finest Peaches 2
25c ^
15e ASCO Tom atoes 2 “ gns 25c
machine power.
*
ly become governors.
The banana is not, as generally be
S a le b y S m e ll
lieved,
limited
to
two
or
three
vari
Technocracy is merely a technical way of saying that modern
That woman’s taste is influenced by
ASCO Syrup
2 cans 19c
Calif. Sardines
2 cans 15c
eties, but is really a large family of
P iltd o w n M a n ’s Im p le m e n t
machinery has moved the cart up in front of the horse, and that odor was strikingly brought out in a
Golden table syrup at a special price.
fruit, some edible raw and some re
In Tomato Sauce. Save five cents,. _
• Sir Arthur Smith-Woodward, famous quiring cooking. The usual type sold
with hosiery by Prof. Donald A.
Pancake Flour (ASCO)
2 pkgs 11c
Cooked Spaghetti y
can 5c
the horse should now be loaded into the cart for the rest of the test
Laird, psychologist at Colgate univer British anthropolofist, is exhibiting a rn this country is the Martinique, al
Also ASCO Buckwheat Flour for Hot Cakes.
Ritter
or
Phillips
Delicious
brands./
sity. Stockings of equal quality were bit of flint, a man-made implement of though the red banana has some sale.
journey.
K raft Cheese
/
. 2 - \,kgS 29c
Bread Crumbs
pkg 5c
250 housewives. Some pairs chipped stone, found in Sussex along
The fruit is believed to be native to
Stated very briefly—and this definition is as vulnerable to offered
American— Pimento—Velveeta varieties.
were scented with sachet, others with with fossils of the Piltdown man, as India, but its development has been
criticism as any generality—the theory of Technocracy presupposes narcissus, still other with fruity odors evidence that human beings built fires general throughout the tropics. Prac
the rest were unscented. Fifty .in England as early as 1,000,000 years tically all the fruit is picked green
a control of the production machinery of the North American con while
its
per cent of the housewives unhesitat ago. Sir Arthur claims this bit of the export type because of the superior
W hole Milk
tinent in such a fashion as to conform to natural laws of supply ingly selected those with the narcissus charred flint is further proof that men keeping qualities of the fruit and that
. Well aged to develop the delightful flavor.
and demand, and to supply every resident of the continent with scent, 24 per cent the “fruity” pairs, lived in at least two widely separated which is used 'locally, to keep it from
Selected large beans from the best Calif.
regions on the earth about 1,000,000
18 per cent those with sachet and only
-crops. Splendid nut-like flavor'. Regular 9c
Serve on crackers, macaroni, etc.
the
birds.
the leisure which the Machine Age makes possible.
years ago, in China and England.,
eight chose the odorless kind.
r-' .
r ' - t __ / Gold or V
8

Hunting for new plants is sometimes
a risky business. One plant explorer,
on the track of a new orchid, found
P U B L IS H E D E V E R Y T H U R S D A Y .
himself in the forest home of a can
nibal tribe in Madagascar. The can
nibals weren’t quite sure whether to
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
make friends or to put him in the stewpot, and for a little while Ms life hung
on a thread. But he managed to save
himself—though he had to marry the
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
chiefs sister to do it.
The quest d’f Alpine plants involves
special risks of its own, and occasion
ally an attempt to secure a rare speci
Thursday, January 5, 1933.
men growing in an inaccessible place
has cost a life.
In the wilder regions of the world
OUR NEW YEAR’S WISH.
the possibility of trouble with hostile
natives has always to be reckoned
May the New Year be a year of happiness and good health for with.
In some parts of China, during
all a year of sane prosperity, of genial sunshine, a year m which recent years a happy hunting-ground
rewarded labor shall gladden the sons of honest toil, a year of for the 'plant explorer, there is con
siderable prejudice against “foreign
devils,” and the rise of gangs of ban
progress.
dits adds materially to the dangers
of the profession.
Native porters, too, occasionally go
SPEAKING OF RESOLUTIONS.
on strike for higher pay once their em
ployer is far from civilization—or they
Some one has said that New Year’s resolutions were made to refuse to go farther because of super
be broken. Whether you have formed this habit or not it may be stitious fears. One plant hunter, de
serted by his bearers, who decamped
of interest for you to read “My Creed”, attributed to the pen o f in
a body during the night, had a
nightmare journey over mountains and
Howard Arnold Walter. It is as follows :
through swamps and jungle before he
I would be true, for there are those who trust me.
reached a settlement.
In spite of all difficulties however,
I would be pure, for there are those who care.
the work goes on—and our gardens
I would be strong, for there is much to suffer, i '
^
grow steadily richer because of it.
I would be brave, for there is much to dare.
I would be friend of all—the poor—the friendless.
Sincere Speaker Wins
I would be giving and forget the gift.
Over Mere Eloquepce
I would be humble, for I know my weakness.
I like the story of the great preach
I would look up—and laugh—and love—and lift.
er who, when he was congratulated on
his sermon by a company of rather
foolish people; answered them with
the words: “Yes, the ddvil told me
1932—T H E LIGHTHOUSE.
I had preached well, as I was coming
>Hie year 1932 has passed into history. It was an eventful down the pulpit steps.”
No one ever thinks of the most com
year, marked by an unusual number of unfortunate and disastrous pelling speaker who ever lived, the
occurrences which marred the happiness of many. But if these founder of Christianity, in terms of
eloquence. He would certainly not
calamities and disasters, many of them traceable to human folly or his
be considered what is called a good
wickedness, serve as teachers and from bitter experiences the world preacher. He *had no rhetoric or jar
and made no use of those tricks
learns to guard against the future destruction of human happiness gon,
of the trade beloved of rhetoricians.
and to promote the moral welfare of the people, then the lesson
He spoke in the mother tongue and
may not have been in vain. It is an ill wind that do^sn’t'blow things happened, just because he was
what he was, and because of his pas
someone some good. The year 1932 should serve as a lighthouse sionate sincerity. It was no system
that came forth from the lips of\Tesus
to guard civilization against future dangers.
Chrfst, but a soul that revealed itself,
the soul of a man who was willing to
die for his convictions and his fel
lows.
( DON’T LE T THEM KID YOU.
There will always be a crowd to lis
Prosperity is just around the corner the prophets tell us. But ten to a sincere man, and there will
there are going to be many, many corners until we get to the “corner always be a crowd to listen to an elo
quent man, but it is the former, and
of prosperity”. We believe it will be a long, long pull until we the former only, who will get things
get there. So let us dispense with the lamenting and get to work, done.—Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard, in the
London Mail.
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WINKLER

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

TH E CLA M ER

is the only OIL BURNER that prevents cold air
from passing over heating surface of boiler
between periods of operation.

G E O .

c n

F.

C L A M E R

i f i

STORES CO.
P I Q W H

Oven-fresh Bread

5c

V ictor Bread

7c

Bread Supreme

Peaches

Tomatoes

F^!st1Q^al1i,ty Cheese

It presupposes the complete collapse of the American economic
(capitalistic, if you will) system, together with its outstanding hall
mark, the “dollar” or “price” economy. There are those who de
clare that it is the only system which will meet the challenge of
unemployment, a mounting public, private and corporate debt, a
paralyzed industry and a penniless consuming public.
There are those who vilify Technocracy as fantastic, mechan
istic, unworkable, super-Communism, super-State Socialism, and so
on, ad infinitum. They say it is impossible to crystalize our civil
ization—to “revolutionize” a whole economic system by such
drastic man-made laws. We don’t know enough. The next gener
ation will be as smart as we are, perhaps smarter. It will settle its
own problems. It is all right for us to be planning for future gen
erations, but not to execute those future plans. Better for us to
keep our noses to the grindstone and work out our troubles in the
present. They point to Russia’s Five Year Plan as an example of
this—jumping out of the frying pan into the fire.
There you are; we hope you know what it’s all about. We
don’t ! But maybe when Daddy Moser gets into shape to resume
writing this column (with his 57 years of editorial experience)
he will explicate the turbidness with further elucidations.

m

17c

cansZyc

6

Dried 2
Lima Beans

13c

! Raisin

1-lb .pkg Piake Salted W afers
1 pkg Phila. Cream Cheese

25c

Cocoanut Mflrsh. Layer Cake ea 25c
ASCO Pure Preserves *
lb jar 15c

Choose the Blend th at Suits Your T aste ,
Mild and Mellow '
The New Blend.
33c—23c=10c Saved-

,

&SC0

Coffee

Acme ib 97
23c Coffee ln l l C
no

Preferred by many for the
rich, full flavored and fra
grant aroma. Freshly Roast
ed/
•

Calo Food

3 cans 28c
4 rolls 19c

1000 sheets rolls—soft, absorbent. Regular 7c
Bancroft Gherardi, officer and chief
engineer of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Go., is the winner of
the annual “ Edison Medal,” an
award for meritorious achievement in
electrical science during 1932. The

Viola lima, 22, a literary prize
winner at 17, is to- edit a national
magazine called “ Modern Youth,”
. . . mouthpiece of the younger gen
eration . . . and whose contributors
r ust be under 30 years of ago.

Scot Tissue
Congressman James W. Collier, D.
of Mississippi, who as chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, is
daddy of the beer bill over which
Congress is now battling.

'

ib

2lc

Selected grades of South The best of Brazilian Santos
American, certified Arabian Coffees, ideal for those who
Mocha and Java Coffees in enjoy a light, sparkling “cup.”
vacuum tin.

Special preparations for dogs or eats.

American Tissue

Victor
Coffee

3 rolls 22c

Another high quality tissue at a special price-.

19e Ten quart-—strong and durable, ,

19c ASCO Ammonia

12^ c

bf t

i Extra strength—makes, cleaning easier.

Ivory Soap

4

Guest size Ivory Soap

19c, 3

J ||

4 cakes 14c

You owe it to yourself to enjoy the convenience and pleasure qf daily
food buying at the nearby ASCO Store, where Quality Counts.
THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE
IN OUR COLLEGEVILLE STORE

25c

COUNTY RELIEF FOR ALL
The Montgomery County Emer
gency Relief Board has arranged to
give food relief to all. families in the
County in need, due to unemployment.
The Poor Board, which has been car
ing for about eighteen hundred such
families, states that its appropriation
under the First Talbot Act, expired
on December 24th.
Without any gap in the care of
these families, who are victims of
the present economic conditions, the
work of direct relief will be carried on
by this Board under the provisions of
the Second Talbot Act, in addition to
the twenty-eight hundred cases of di
rect and work relief already in hand.
This relief in this district is being
covered by the American Red Cross

Home Service Worker, Miss Lucy
Powell, who has headquarters in the
Collegeville fire hall every Tuesday
from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
The Board announces the selection
of Miss Janet C. Moore, as the Execu
tive Director. The office of the Board
is Room M217, Court House, tele
phone, Norristown 5000;
A statement will, shortly be issued,
explaining in some detail, the method
of affording direct and work relief.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY EMER
GENCY RELIEF BOARD—-Benjamin
H. Ludlow, George Bennett, Harold
G. Knight, Dr. Marion Edwards
Park, Mrs. Conyers Read, Mrs. Les
sening Rosenwald, John L. Schulz.
Advertise in The Independent

^arH E R E are a great many ways to dp a job of printing; but
It l
quality printing is only done one way—THE BEST. We
do commercial printing of all kinds in our Job Department
and we do it\the QUALITY WAY at reasonable prices. Let us
help you plan your next printing job—name cards, business cards,
envelopes, billheads, letterheads, programs, tickets, posters, an
nouncements, folders, pamphlets or booklets. Typography and
quality of paper “make a difference.” Price estimates furnished.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Phone 24
Collegeville, Pa.
JOIN the growing family of “The Independent” readers.
Spicy editorial comment on local and national topics; all
the local news stories; sports; a review of the Perkiomen
valley, county, state and general news; the Philadelphia market
report and a short story every week. You can not make a better 3cent investment. Phone us your news—Collegeville 24. Adver
tising in “The Independent” Pays—you read this adver.; thq other
fellow will read yours!

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Face Cards. He may not learn to do
anything
right
but
he
will
be
so
swan
“Fashion is a supreme dictator. No
n k j RUSSELL B. HUNSBERGER
ky and exhibit so much Side that no
earthly ruler seems to have the ironone
will
ever
dare
to
offer
him
less
bound hold upon the public imagina
DENTIST
than $10,000 a Y*ear in the way of
tion as does this, imperialist. And
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. X-Ray Examina
Salary.
tions. Gas Administered. Office Hours:
throughout the ages it was ever thus.
■ Henry and Martha had been Mud 9 to 5, daily. Wednesdays 9 to 12.
While undoubtedly an incalculable ad
Hens brought up in the Marsh, but Phone-*—141.
$
vance has been made in the types of
they were determined that Endicott
E t . FRANK BRANDRETH
raiment and ornaments now worn
would be a Golden Pheasant, surround D1
compared to former days,' the sad
By GEORGE ADE
ed by Flower Beds and Fountains.
DENTIST
fact remains that fashion still takes
They began to teach him French ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
its toll in the form of physical dis
.at honest prices.
while he was Teething. Endicott must
comfort,, illness and even death,”
©, 1932, B ell S y n d ic a te .— W NU Service.
have been puzzled for Weeks at a
NCE there was a Married
.states Doctor Theodore'B. Appel, Sec
Time, trying td determine which was
Couple'that was blessed ac- ' really his Mamma: Mamselle, the Sani 'pHOMAS HALLMAN
retary of Health.
cording
to
Custom
and
Prece
“Whije the physical barbarities
Attorney=at=Law
tary Nurse, the Kindergarten Spe
dent. The important It was a
which even yet are practiced in fash
cialist or the Psycho-Analyst who was
515 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
ion’s name in the Australian Bush are highly-colored and wriggly Boy weigh making a Study of his Responses,
.At my residence, next door to National
no part of civilization’s conception of ing close on to 10 Pounds. The Fa which probably means Something to Bank,- Collegeville, every evening.
ther,
who
had
suffered
unspeakable
this tyrant, there is a large amount
those who are Up with the'-Times.
OBERT TRUCKSESS
of relative foolishness connected with Agonies during the Ordeal, was known
When other Boys were mastering R
as
Henry
or
Hen
and
the
Mother,
who
the recognition of his power.
Marbles, he was taking Lessons on the
Attoraey=at=Law
also was among Those Present, bore Violin. While many poor Urchins were
“Consider, for example, the over
619 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
the old-fashioned Monicker of Martha,
coat. Fur coats especially are likely so the Offspring for no particular Rea roaming the Fields barefooted, look 431; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
ing for Green Apples and Snakes, the Collegeville 144-R-2.
in this latitude when temperatures
son, was Christened Endicott because
Heir-Apparent had on the Fauntleroy
very definitely contra-indicate it. A that Label sounded like Money and
Regalia, including Silk Stockings, and H C. SHALLCROSS
spring-temperatured day, even though
Social Eminence.
shiny Pumps, and was learning how
the calendar says it is, December,
Let us take a Peek at the Bio
C o n tracto r and Builder
most certainly does not justify its graphical Data surrounding the Par to enter'a Ball Room. His Guardians
GRATERFORD, PA.
and
Keepers
and
Tutors
and
Trainers
use. . Yet thousands of women, in ents so that we may better understand
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
and Handlers and Rubbers used a work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
face of a high thermometer, deliber the Policy which they adopted for the
s*
Mechanical 'Appliance on his Face so ished.
ately Wear it ‘because it is stylish to upbringing and guidance of the Firstas to put his Nose in the Air and give
do so.’ And by the same-token, thou Born.
W. BROWN
him that Suggestion of Sniffiness Which
sands of men will deliberately per
Henry came from a Farm, where he
is always a Valuable Asset to any General C ontracting and Con=
spire in similar garments or heavy slept on a Straw Tick, plowed through
Boy who is ashamed of his Parents.
woolen ones for the same simple, very the Snow Drifts • to the Little Red
Crete C onstruction
They regulated his Diet, his Ges
simple, reason.
School House, associated with a
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
tures, his Pronunciation, his Complex
“Public health officials and all phy sporty Hired j Hand and toiled under
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
ion,
his
Amusements,
his
Reading,
his
sicians well know, that many times the hot Sun for Nothing a Month.
Hours of Sleep, his Finger Nails and pLMER S. POLEY
the start of the serious respiratory Later he did Janitor Work and lived
his
Moral Nature. They worked on
diseases in the winter can be directly on Soda Crickers and other Food de him the same as Luther Burbank
C o n tracto r and Builder
traced to an illogical and intemperate void of Vitamins while struggling
would have applied himself to a new
TRAPPE PA.
through
a
Sectarian
College.
When
use of heavy clothes.
$20,000 Species.
Established 1895.
Phone 22-R-2
“To be ‘in style’ is perfectly all he arrived in the City he lacked about
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. Es
Fudge Instead of Football./
right. In fact, it would not be na Ten Beans of having Anything at all
timates
furnished!
2|28|lyr
He was kept in a jeweled Box, sur
tural to be otherwise. However, it and the only "Fact that saved his
rounded
by
Tissue
Paper
and
Cotton
S. TJNDERCOFFLER
would be exceedingly good business Boarding House from being a Flop
Batting.
for large numbers of people to con Joint was that the Windows had Lace
When the Iceman came; he was
General C arpentering
sult an outside temperature before Curtains.
taken to the front part of the House
Henry grubbed and saved and kept
AND REPAIR WORK
donning the extra-heavy wraps in
for fear he might hear something
a Gimlet Eye on the Main Chance and
Phone 63-R-5 COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
winter time.
which would corrupt his Vocabulary.
2|27|6m.
“Remember, that the Arctic season presently Owned a newly-painted
The only Young Persons permitted
Home
which
was
mortgage-free,
and
in Pennsylvania does not necessarily
to come in at the Tea Hour and join JOHN H. CASSELBERRY
mean Arctic weather. To forget this a stream-line Roadster and a shapely
him in a Glass of Malted Milk were
rather apparent fact may result in Partner who had Eyes like a Girl of those Hot-House Products who were
S urveyor and Conveyancer
16
and
knew
how
to
kegp
House,
. serious illness. Often it has caused
Residence—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear
guaranteed to be free from Freckles,
field
Trooper. P. O. address—R.
The
Touch
System.
death itself.”
•
Slang and the Normal Instincts of D. 1, avenue,
Norristown, Pa.
Martha came from a Small Town
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
Youth.
property and real estate sold on com
where her no-good Dad wore the same
When he finally went to College, a mission.
Sleepy Parent—“I don’t think much 'Derby Hat and solicited Insurance for
. '
of that young Staylate’s manners.” many Years before he was buried by large Delegation went with him and
,
put
more
than
80
Sofa
Pillows
in
his
Daughter (yawning)—“No; they are the Lodge. - She had to make her own
gLWOOD L. HOFMASTER
Room and had the Curtains arranged
just like his calls—-they lack finish.” Clothes and waited on the Table while
' so that the Morning Sun would not TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
—Boston Transcript.
attending Normal School. i?or a while
strike him in the Face, thereby caus
GUTTERS AND SPOUTINO
First Girl—““It’s mean of you to She Taught and then she achieved
HEATERS AND RANGES
ing him -to start the Day in a Peevish
make fun of the shape "of my nose. Y great Popularity by combining rapid
SECOND
AVENUE,
COLLEGEVILLE,
Mood.
Pa. Bell Phone. AIT work guaranteed.
didn’t choose it.” Second Ditto—“Of Short Hand with Correct Spelling- and
Even if the Football Candidates did
course not, dear; it turned up unmask became an Ornament to a large Busi
call him Queenie, he could afford to JOHN F. -TYSON
ed.’*—Boston Transcript.
ness Concerri. After bumping the
regard them with Disdain, because he
He—“I fell in love with you the Bumps and running the Gauntlet and
SLATING AND TINROOFING
knew more about Porcelains and Wal
swimming the Rapids and being tried
!first time I saw you.” She—“What
ter Pater than the whole Rowdy
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
by Fire, she had her own Apartment Bunch put together, ar/d the Wife of
was I wearing ?”—Life.
SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
and a Wardrobe, without losing her the AsSistadt in Chemistry often said Guaranteed.
Estimates furnished -free.
Identity as a Member of the Female that his Fudges were in a Class by Phone 4-R-ll.
l|21|lyr.
Sex, and then Henry discovered her themselves.
and hounded her into taking a Charfce.
He came back from the Varsity, with GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
Here were two.Self-Mades who had a London Accent which can be ac
Pl u m b in g a n d h e a t in g
demonstrated that the Path to Success quired only by those who are born far
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
. is paved with flinty Stones and bor from Great Britain. He had acquired
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS •
dered with Thistles. Henry and Mar no Vices except that of taking As
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
tha had arrived because they got out pirin for a Headache.
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
and mingled with all kinds of ornery
A good many low-brow Spectators'
Mortals and wrassled with Circum on the Side-Lines had predicted that A LYIN' S. BUTLER
stances and were not afraid of Perspir- two Hubbard Squashes could not get
Plum bing, Heating and
Ution.
together and produce a Lily, but. it
So they figured Jhat to make a Neat seems that they were 'wrong, inasmuch
E lectric W iring Installed
Job of little Endicott, they should pro as Endicott now has the rrinst inter
Seventeen years experience.
tect him from all the Hardships they esting Collection of Postage Stamps
801 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
had endured and surround him with outside,of the Museums.
Phone: 266-R-2.
all of the sweet and civilizing Influ
MORAL: By the application of
ences which had been denied them. Modern Methods any kind of Nut may JJARRY M. PRICE
In this Respect they were running true be grown on the Family Tree.
to Form. It is hard to find Parents
P a in te r and Paper=hanger
who have any Faith in old-fashioned
College Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, Pa: Es
Historic Tobacco Pouch
Recipes. If they traveled in the Grit
timates and samples furnished.
Good
Now in French Museum Work, right prices.
they want the Youngsters to ride on
velvet.
A papal tobacco pouch has* been
Having proved that Assets have no presented to the Museum of Rouen. ^ylLLIAM M. ANDES
Value unless they are won in Battle,
It was once the property of Pope Pius
P ainting and Paper-hanging
they proceed to spoon-feed the ChilVII, who was consecrated to papal
PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
drer-'and hire Foreigners to wait on honors in 1800. Whether he ever made TRAPPE,
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
them.
personal use of this-tobacco pouch Is free.
2|17|lyr
These two anxious Parents read not known. He presented it to Cardi
" books on the Subject and learned that nal Cambaceres, one time primate of
their precious Jewel should be nur Normandy, as a mark of esteem. It * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
tured to Greatness by Contact with
is a work of art, being decorated with
all that is True and Beautiful and gold, pearls and enamel. It has had
J . L. BECHTEL
Good. They sat up Nights to dope a picturesque history. When Cardinal
out the proper Environment.
>
Cambaceres died he bequeathed it to
The Big Idea is that a young and his physician, Doctor Trehet. During
responsive and sympathetic Being who the Fran co-Prussian war this papal
C o lle g e v ille ,' Pa.
leans up against Knowledge and' Cul tobacco pouch was hidden away In a
ture will, by Capillary Action, absorb wine cellar at Saint Ouen de Thouberall of the Ingredients which will make ville; Eure. .The house above was
M odern F u n eral H om e for
him high-brow and useful and looked burned to the ground by the Prussians
up to and envied.
P a tro n s
on December 24, 1870. The pouch was
If you surround the Little One with
untouched by the- fire, and until re
jig
Masterpieces of Art, he or she will
cently it ha? been in the possession
Phone : 30
X
come to know the Differences between of the Duputel family.
• s
**************************
Good Pictures and those appearing on
the Outside Cover of a Story Maga
Maid Wed to Goat
**************************
zine.
Incredible as it may seem, a young
Ushers in a Theater learn the Music
of the Opera, without any Attempt to Indian girl was recently married to a
memorize .it. The Melodies soak into goat at Ramakrishnapura, a village
near the Howrah suburb of Calcutta. I (Successor to F. W. SHALKOP) *
them.
The*
girl’s two sisters were widowed
Kids who are dragged to Church
get the Scripture and the Hymns even at an early age, and, to save his third I
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
|
if they have no Enthusiasm for Sacred daughter from the stigma of early wid
I
TRAPPE,
PA.
I
owhood, her father directed that this
Themes.
Even the Nhodle-Heads who are ceremony should be carried out. The *ijc No effort spared to meet the 1J
carted over to Europe find themselves theory behind the practice is that if J fullest expectations of those who 4
steeped in History and Architecture fate has doomed a girl to be widowed * engage my services.
9,
and Table d’Hotes and come back dif young and she goes through the cere * Harry S. Whitman, assistant. X
mony
of
marriage
with
an
animal
or
ferent.
X
plant, the evil spirit Will mistake it | Bell Phone 320.
Mud Hens With Big Ideas.
*
*
Any tail-grass College can get the for her real husband and kill it. Then **************************
Text Books used at Yale, Harvard there will be no curse to prevent her
and Princeton but when they try to from living as long as she likes with
duplicate the Expense Accounts, they her subsequent real husband.
We Can
fall down. If the Freshman wishes to
Speeding the Golf Ball
Save You Money
learn New pricks from the gilt-edge
The 'first golf balls were not rough,
on
Products of the Brownstone Avenues,
he must take a long Ride on the but it was found by experiment that
Cesspool and Toilet
if a golf ball is made rough it flies
Train.
He can acquire Facts in any Public- farther and straighter than if perfect
Excavating
Library -and get Mental Discipline out ly smooth. Why this should be so is
Give us a call on your next
Probably the
of a Correspondence Course, but if he difficult to explain.
job and be convinced. Service
wants the old Savolr, Faire (with the roughened ball has more elasticity
anywhere.
Accent on the Salve) and the Air of when struck by the club, and it seems
Distinction and that/ haughty Some certain, too, that the roughening of
W. F. KULP
thing-Or-Other which enables a Snipe the ball makes It revolve like a rifle
Phone Phoenixville 6321
to look down, from Heights above at bullet, and thus gives it a straighter
Spring City, R. D. No. 2
- an Elephant, he must mingle with'-the path, with more penetrating power.
WEEKLY HEALTH TALK

Fable of Surround
ing Endicott

B

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

I CHARLES J. FRANKS I

*

Reported Bride

Fam ed Spy Quits

and S atu rd ay

N: B. C. Cake Special !
Lorna D o a n s ................................
Peanut Cakes ..............................
1 lb Pkg Soda C ra ck e rs.............

?
NOTE T H E S E BARGAINS ■

■
■

Loose Cocoanut .................... .....
.............. lb 25c 1
Yz-lb Can Hershey Cocoa .......
11 c
Cream Corn Starch ....... ...........
........... pkg 11 c
W ashburn’s Pancake Flour ......
2 pkgs for 15c
Tetley’s Black and Mixed Tea ..
......... 54-lb 15c
Pink S alm on..............................
.............can 10 c
Swift’s K raut ...............................
........... can 10 c
Festive W ax or Green String Beans .. ............ can 12 c
Early June P e a s ...........................
.. 2 cans for 25c
Crushed Corn ..............................
........... can 10 c
Rich Cream C h eese............ .........
All Pork Sausage .......................
Swift’s Pork Sausage .................
March’s S crapple....................... 10c lb

............... lb
.............. lb
.............. lb
or 3 lbs for

19c
22c
19c
25c

Bacon, Armour’s or Swift’s ........ 2—Yl~lb pkgs for 25c
Lebanon and Alderfer’s Balognst .......... .......’^ - lb 15c
Lean Boiled H am ....................... ................... y4-lb 10c ’
Home Cured Dried B e e f ........... ................... ^ - lb 15c

Finest Quality Meats
Lean Plate M e a t .............................. ..........................
H am burg Steak ............................... ........................
Round S t e a k .................................................................
Rump Steak ....................................... :........................
Sirloin Steak ...............................................................
Chuck R o a s t .......*............................. .........................
B oneless P ot R o a s t ......................... ..........................

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

10c
20c
25c
28c
35c
19c
19c

Snappy Brand C o ffe e ................................................lb 21c
N u Blend Coffee ........................................................ lb 25c
Clover Bloom , Land o’ Lakes, Landes Creamery
Butter at M arket Prices.

1JU S T

PHONE
WE

D E L IV E R

The Corner Store =:= F ifth & M ain Sts.
Phone 2
COLLEGEVILLE

EYE ABUSE
Usually means simply eye
neglect.
Eyes are strengthened by
exercise, harmed by strain.

Perkiomen Valley
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
H as Come T hrough E v e ry Panic
Since 1871

R em ove the Strain
With suitable glasses and
the use of the eyes becomes
a pleasure. Failure to do
this in time often means
much misery.

AND

,s Safe and Sound
J O H N A. Z A H N D
Plum bing & H eating

Don’t let the small cost of a
good pair of glasses stand be
tween you and happiness.

Residence: Evanshurg, Fa.
P. O. Address, Collegeville, R. D. 1
Phone: Collegeville 255-R-2

HAUSSMANN &C0.
Optometrists and Opticians
726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Examination Hours
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Monday evenings until 9 '

**************************
£
$
A. B. PARKER & BRO.

*

I

O ptom etrists

|

206 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.

All the Facts
about
the

I

l

t

. J

NEW
FORD
V

- 8

■

COTTAGE CHEESE
For Sale in Collegeville by
Yeagle & Poley
A. C. Ludwig ■
Collegeville Bakery A. Loughrn
J. Leckie
*

J

In Trappe:
Horace Bean and George Kutra ■
AND

ROYERSFORD, PA.
Stop driver or phone 512.
Miss Winifred Beatrice Mann,
former London shop girl, is reported
wed to the son of Bernard M. Baruch,
well known American banker, tho
cermony taking place at Geneva.

Narrowly avoiding death in manyj
elose calls in her work as international
spy on the staff of the British, Carla
Jenssen retires after 12 years, her
identity becoming known, and now
turns to the American movies.

j

|S

|

Prices so attractive that there w ill soon be a
long w aiting list. Orders now taken, deliverie s m ade in rotation.

J . ARTHUR NELSON

$

1
ijC
ijc
* * -» * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •*

■

PURE M ILK AND CREAM

■
■

............. Ib 25c
....... ...... lb 19c
.............. lb 16c

Step in for com plete details of this great new
car that gives you everything you can want
in an autom obile.

«■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

BUTTERMILK

Yeag le & Poley
ST his P
E
C
1
A
L
S
T h u rsd ay , Friday

LANDES MOTOR CO.
Yerkes - - Collegeville

Observations of Oldest Inhabitant.
—There was a time when the safety
pin was used for something besides a
substitute for buttons.—

\

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

FARMER PRESENTS HIS IDEA

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

01

IIS

(Continued from page 1)

IT’S A PROBLEM

OF LOCAL MILK SITUATION men who are saving them (the insur
(Continued from page X)
The Oaks Building and Loan Asso
Mr. and Mrs, R. E. Potts, of Nor
T h e following letter was
received ance companies) money.
ciation are making arrangements to ristown, entertained their card, club
It would mean of course that the in
by
the
editor
for
publication
in The
pay off their tenth series this month. at the Franklin House on Saturday
Independent. The communication is surance companies to do this would
On Saturday Mr. and Mrs. J. Her evening. Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
an answer to a recent article “Answer have to raise their rates. So there
bert Stierly entertained Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Linderman, Mr. and Mrs. H. ing The Farmer” by Jay Howard and you are; but think it over.
Edward Yerger of Philadelphia and K. Bussa and Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Tay
disagrees with a number of Jay’s
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis MoKnett of New lor, all of Norristown.
The fire company situation in Col
assertions.
York City. For the evening the Stier
The communication was received legeville (and the same situation ex
Miss Mildred Walters and Miss
ly family and their guests enjoyed Anne Napier, sthdent nurses at the
last week but could not be published ists in practically all rural fire com
cards.
General Hospital, Philadelphia, spent at that time because it was unsigned. ’ panies) is not what it should be. A
Mrs. Joseph Stierly is very ill at several days at. the home of Mr. and Since that time the writer has ap mere handful of men have to do all
this writing.
Mrs. Warren W. Walters and family. pended his signature—altho he does the work—fight the* fires, run the
T H E decorative spender doesn’t
Brower Hopson who was critically
not wish his name to appear in the company and raise the money to keep
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
ill last week is considerably improved.
the
apparatus
going.
printed article.
A large congregation was present Jay Howard:
adorn his com m unity like the
*
Mr. and Mrs. E. Grant Keyser en
At the annual reorganization meet
to
hear
the
cantata
“The
World’s
True
tertained at a f a m i l y gathering on
ing of the company in the fire hall on
In
your
article
“Answering
the
Light’’ which was rendered by the
New Years day.
hum ble saver.
choir of the community church of Farmer” you state the- farmer is re Monday only seven members turned
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Litzenberg call Penn Square in St. Luke’s church, ceiving 2.18 per cent for 4% milk. out. It is not fair to- make the offi
cials
of
the
company
the
“goats”
in
Why
base
the
price
on
4%
milk?
The
ed on A. J. Ashenfelter and daughter Sunday evening. This beautiful can
of Jeffersonville and Mr. and Mrs. W. tata inspired "the Christmas spirit in average butterfat content of ship this situation.
R. Landis and family of Collegeville the hearts of the people thru the var ments may average 3.70% fats. Nor
They are doing a public work with
on New Year Monday.
ious choral selections and the special do distributors sell “B” milk with 4% out remuneration. The personnel has
fat, probably 3.50% and the city re been changed frequently, but it
" Mr. and Mrs. Paul Treichler and parts of solos, duets and quartets.
family from King of Prussia have •Regular services will be held in St. quires 3.25%."
doesn’t seem to make much difference.
You also state farmers receive 4.07 The public just won’t come out regard
rented the C. M. Weaver home on Luke’s Church on Sunday at 10.05 a
Montgomery avenue and expect to m. The pastor will speak on “What from distributors which is more than less of who the officials are.
take possession about January 15.
The Church Will do in 1933," Sunday one-half the retail price. This state
The responsibilities of the officers
Horace Ashenfelter and family Ischool at 9 a. m. Young Peoples ment is wide pf the mark. Here are become burdensome when co-operation
spent New Year’s Day in Pughtown, Meeting at 6.45 p. m.
* the facts; The approximate price paid
om the full membership and the cit
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. NeiCatechetical class will be held at the producer in the Philadelphia milk izens generally is not forthcoming.
shed
is
around
three
cents
a
quart
by
man.
St. Luke’s Thursday evening at 7
The depression- has reduced the mem
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cunnane and o’clock./ Quarterly meeting of the the time deductions are r11 made. This bership some but the biggest blow is
U n less she com es to the Store
daughter Miss Nioma Cunnane spent consistory at 8 p. m. The Board of milk is retailed for nine and twelve the fact that the remaining members
w here m en’s things are a specialty
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Trustees will meet Friday at 8 p- m. cents per querij. Gan you explain by
e no longer active in the administra
Levis.
The quarterly meeting of the Sunday what mathematical process yen ar, tive affairs of the company. Many
Hiiii
Mr. and. Mrs. Wm. Kirkner and Mr. School Association will be held Wed rive at this conclusion ?
S H IR T S ...................... :........... ................. $1 to $2.95
My old discuss the affairs of the company ■jb
and Mrs. Ralph Faustnaugh and baby nesday at 8 p. m.
arithmetic tells me it is less than from a critical angle but do not take
T IE S ......................................... .............. 55c to $1.00
motored to Lehaska and spent New
The- Union Adult Bible Class so 33%% of the retail price. And here the time to make themselves fully con
FOR SALE—First grade Lehigh pota
H O S E ....................................... ............... 15c to $1.00
Years day with their, son and daugh cial will be held on Tuesday evening, is where the “milk racket’ comes in
toes. Also the best coal: direct from the
Pathos in Destruction
versant
with
the
problems
at
hand,
i
mines. Weight arid quality guaranteed.
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kirk January 10. After the business ses If you will investigate you will find
M U F F L E R S ......................... ................. $1 to $2.95
of Countryside Mills A. L. OBERHOLTZER, Rahris, Pa. Phone
Every voter and property owner of
ner. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Faustnaugh sion, a good program will be present that the farmers are not kicking so
28-R-4 Collegeville.
10-6-tf
S
U S P E N D E R S .................................. 50c to $1.00
Anyone who has toured extensive
much about the low price they get as the borough Should be a member of
will spend the week in Lehaska.
ed to be followed by a social.
B
E L T S ..................................... ........ '...... 50c to $2.00
the
fire
company
and
show
sufficient
ly
through
the
country,
particularly
Oscar Price and Miss Jane Manning
St. Luke’s Chapter of the Church they are to the Bandit Toll distribu
. TIMELY PRODUCTS—Insure
your
from Collingswood, N. J., spent the men’s League met on Wednesday tors are exacting from the consumers interest to attend meetings and take in the East, must have been impressed wheat
G
L O V E S ............................. ................. $1 to $7.50
against further shrinkage by fly
active part in running the ?com with the number of places named destruction.
Another misleading statement you
New Year week-end with Mr. and Mrs. evening. Men fsom Trinity Reformed
One can C-bisulphide will
S W E A T E R S ......................... .................. $1 to $5.00
____________
“Burnt Mills,” or “Burnt Mill.” it is treat 70 bu. Cost 50c. Fly spray guarant
Isaac G. Price.
Church, Skippaek, and from Trinity make is that those protesting against pany,
eed
active
for
10
hours.
Money
refunded
really an attractive name, phonetical if not satisfied. .
K N IT C O A T S ...................... ............. $2.95 to $4.95
Mrs. Margaret Landay returned to Church, Collegeville, were present as conditions are not even, members of
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
ly, containing a enphoneous arrange
the home of- Mrs. Francis after a few guests. Mr. E. S. Fret? of College the Interstate Milk Producers Asso EDITOR SANBORN CITED FOR
$4.95
H O U S E C O A T S ................
~_________
-/
_______
^______'
ment of consonants and vowels, but
days visit with relatives in Spring ville gave a very interesting and ciation. Where did you get that
to
$1.95
P
A
JA
M
A
S
..............................
THIRD
DEGREE
CASE
PART
............
$1
it makes one feel somewhat sad that STOCKHOLDERS ANNUAL MEETING
encouraging address. A social hour “dope” ? The truth of the matter is
Mount.
so
many
examples
of
the
enterprise
of
the dissatisfaction is right
....................
15c
to
75c
H
A
N
D
K
E
R
C
H
IE
F
S
.........
The
annual
meeting
of
the
stockholders
Mrs. Mary Francis returned to her followed. The following officers were that
Walter L. Sanborn, publisher of The
the Collegeville National Bank, Col
home oh Tuesday after visiting with elected for 1933: president^ Eli F. among the members of the assoeia North Penn Reporter, Lansdale,, is one pup ancestors Should have been doomed of
...... $2.50 and $2.95
legeville, Pa., for the election of directors
D
R
E
S
S
S
H
IR
T
S
................
transaction of any other business
relatives in Collegeville and Fort Wismer, Esq., vice president; I. C, tion.
of twenty-four Americans listed by to such devastating misfortune. One and the
R A IN C O A T S ............ .......................... $2.95 to $12
may come before the meeting, will be
You alsp state the Interstate-should The Nation, a well-known weekly occasionally’ finds old mills, In ruins, that
Washington for several days.
Landes; secretary, Howard B. Key
held in the Director’s Room on Tuesday
still
standing,
but
while
they
are
also
S
U E D E JA C K S ................... ........... $5.95 to $7.50
have
its
own
check-tester.
That
is
the
tenth
day
of
January,'1933,
between
Rev. Jay Francis returned to his ser; treasurer, Louis P. Maier. Presi
magazine, published in New York
and 12 Noon. home in Lebanon on Friday after dent Wismer gave a resume of the just what they have—a regular travel City, who performed outstanding pub a complete loss economically they add 10 A. M.W.
W O O L J A C K S .................... ............. $2.95 to $4.50
D.* RENNINGER, Cashier.:
to the picturesqueness, to the human
spending a few days with his mother, Leagues activities in 1932. Rev. Carl ing circus, and do you think that lic service during the year.
$3.95 to $7.95
B A T H R O B E S .................... .......
interest, of the countryside, Sfrange
G. Petri of- Skippaek also spoke in b e-' means anything?
Mrs. Mary Francis.
The citation is due to the refusal of to say, tbb postal guide lists no ANNUAL MEETING—The annual meet
.....
...........
$7.95 to $15
Then too, you think the farmer
Mrs. Harry Crosscup is spending half of the good purpose of the Lea
L
E
A
T
H
E
R
C
O
A
T
S
.......
ing of the Periomen Valley Mutual Fire
should “wise-up” and skim part of his The Reporter to suppress the facts in “Burnt Mills"—not one Is of that Im Insurance Company will be held Wednes
' several days in Philadelphia with her gues.
..............
$13.50
to $30
S
U
IT
S
...........................
...........
the
Campbell
third
degree
case
and
portance, But this book 'is eloquent day. January 25, 1933, at the office of the
shipment and add the cream to what
sister, Mrs. Kate Pedrick.
Augustus Lutheran Church
company, Collegeville, Pa. Thirteen man
its
subsequent
insistence
that
the
of
......
$10.50
to $35
O
’C
O
A
T
S
................................
of
other
disaster
names—“Burnt
Cab
The local school directors were busy
he does ship, and thereby raise the
are to be elected and the annual re
At the annual meeting of the Ves butterfat content. Ah! what a sad ficials wh© were responsible for ' the ins,” "Burnt -Corn,” “Burnt Ranch,” agers
port of the company for 1932 will be sub
moving school material and some fur
mitted. The election will be held between
niture into the new school in the Up try of Augustus Lutheran Church on experience. Many a farmer has been beating up of Campbell, while a pris "Burnt Hills,” “Burnt Woods,” and the hours of 1 and 2 O'clock p. m. B.
l-5-3t
even “Burnt Creek.” It Is a melan W. Pambly secretary.
per end of the county on Monday, get Monday at 9 a. m. the president, Rev. doing this. I have known them to oner, be punished.
The men convicted of the attack choly fact that as w e went along
ting ready to open the new school Dr. W. 0 . Fegely gave a report of the skim one-fifth of their shipment, add
churches activities thruout the year the cream to their shipment, and at were Ralph J. Rinalducci, an assistant building we also went along burning.
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Joanna W,
Tuesday, January 3.
Reiff, late of Collegeville,' § Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wertz and daugh 1932 and expressed his approbation of the end of the.month receive a state district attorney; Joseph Trunk, a —Pathfinder Magazine,
County, deceased.
events
carried
out
by
the
church
as
a
tors Betty and Lewise from Reading
ment from their dealer samp as the county detective, and Brooks Cassidy,
Letters testamentary on the above Es
tate having, been granted to ” the under
called on relatives in Oaks Monday. unit. The following ^'Officers were month previous—=and in some eases
policeman in Upper Dublin.
signed, all persons indebted to said Estate
elected for the ensuing year: presi
less. _
are requested to make immediate payment,
The ease is now before the Penn Find Rich Ivory Store
dent, Rev. Dr. W. O. Fegely; record
ahd those having legal claims, to present
Then,
too,
you
observe
that
the
deal
sylvania Supreme Court on appeal.
in Elephant Cemetery the
MAN RETURNED HOME WITH
ing secretary, John C. Steinbach; flsame without delay to I. NEWTON
erg
were
compelled
to
make
the
last
WANNER,
Executor, Collegeville, Pa., or
Others
in
The
Nation’s
list
are:
Most of the ivory used is obtained
FRACTURED LEG, UNAIDED nanciar secretary, E. Gilbert Stauffer; reduction in price to the farmer in Judge Samuel Seabury, of New York;
his Attorney, J. STROUD WEBER, 5 B,
by digging and not by shooting, as is Airy St., -Norristown, Pa.
treasurer, Elmer C. Pennepaeker;
: 12-29-6t
After having broken h is right leg treasurer of Benevolence, George E. order to meet chain store prices. An Grace Abbott, of the U. S. Department commonly supposed.
other
scare-crow
erected
in
the
Phila
of Labor; General P. D. Glassford, of
when he fell into a newly excavated Yeagle. Wardens, elders and trust
Elephants have their own customs. ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF
delphia Milk Racket by the Milk Washington, D. C.; Bennett Clark, of
cellar, Norman K. Ziegler, of Fran ees oO h e vestry were re-elected.
One o f; these i s . that no member of
Trust.
Do
you
entertain
the
thought
THE SUPERVISORS OF U P P E R
FRENCH
Missouri; Florella Laguardia, of New the herd must die among his fellows.
conia, was forced to drag himself out
TheSSrmual Sunday School Associa
PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP, MONT
of the excavation, climb into his car, tion meeting was held in the Sunday that they could not meet the chain York; Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, of When an old elephant feels that his
GOMERY COUNTY, PA,
store*
price
without
a
reduction
in
the
Columbia; Oliver Wendell Holmes, re course Is run, he separates himself
and drive home unaided, last week.
school 'room on -Monday evening at
RECEIPTS
Zieglertawas working at the former which session all the former officers wholesale price? Can you not agree tired justice of the U. S: Supreme from the herd and makes for a par Balance iji Treasury
71.51
with
one
that
it
is
a
crime
against
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Road
Tax
1@2
15,456.94
Indian Creek school house, in Lower were re-elected.
Court; Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt; ticular burial ground—for each herd
---- . . . . . . .
3.079.74
Road Tax 1931
society
that
the
■
Philadelphia
dealers
SUITS
Abraham
Flexner,
of
New
York;
Salford township, which he recently
The Light Brigade of Augustus Lu
Right Tax y . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.79
has its own, cemetery.
Under New Management; has been
DRESSES
County Aid v. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500.00
purchased and had been digging in the theran church will meet in the Sunday are committing, under present condi Amelia Earhart Putman, the aviatrix;
This is always a swampy tract of Loans oh Notes . . . . . . . . 6,800.00 redecorated and refurnished through
cellar. After dark, when the other school room of the church on Satur tions ?
Walter Lippmqnn, of the New York land overgrown with trees and rank Miscellaneous
O’COATS
....................
44.7£
Now the Interstate “Bandits” will Herald Tribune, and Hendrik van
men had left, he continued to work on day January' 7, at 2 p. m.
out.
Phone 125-R-3
vegetation. Here he dies, and hla
come back at me w ith : their stock Loon, the author,
Total . . . . . . . . _____ . . . . . . . . . $27,557.72
the project, and then walked into the
EXPENDITURES
great
body
buries
Itself
by
its
own
Evangelical
Congregational
Church
argument
and
say
the
dealers
spread
building to get his coat. There was no
Roads ....... ........................$ 2,027.23
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his lavish spending.
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■ A new type vacuum container has crossing a railroad,” He at once adopt Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa.
Peter Paul, of Bridgeport, engaged in put Miss Moore on the pay roll at a seek another market.
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have everything in jewelry.
Altho admitting to the bank rob the old court house building. Miss at $1.80 per hundred pounds or 46 access to the coffee in the can.
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Such a patented construction makes commissioners, a letter was written to
bery Henry persistently denied that he Moore was formerly'connected with quarts of. milk. A flat rate is offered.
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DAMAGED BY $1500 FIRE tightly re-seal the can again, a fea lumbia, and the* federal city the City
*
CHESTER COUNTY BARN FIRE
poor board. No allowances for in
*
While members of the family were ture which materially' aids in. pre-. of Washington.” This seems to be the
*
When fire of mysterious origin . to vestigators or directors were made
away, fire gutted the frame farm serving the coffee freshness after it’ first linking of the Word’“Columbia”
r
S
tally destroyed a large stone barn on and the $264,000 was distributed with
reaches
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home.
with the district set aside for the
house of John Gnat. Two fire com
the premises of Anton Helfrich, near the aid of civic and relief agencies in
m
Coffee experts of the grocery com Capital of the United States. The ex
panies pumping water through 1200
Harmonyville, Chester County, Mon the county*
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feet of hose from an abandoned quarry pany say of the new Acme blend, pression, “Territory of -Columbia,” •
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day evening, an old bay mare, made a
With the new Talbot bill, it is pro hole-saved the house from total des “Many months were spent in experi was first used on a topographical map ■ F uneral Designs, A Specialty S
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an
by Andrew Ellicott, This- map- wps
truction as well as a barn 75 feet
S p ray s and Cut Flow ers
from :ihe raging infereno.
ever possible. This, has been done in away.
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be
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flavor,
of London in a letter referred to the
P otted P lan ts in Season
Sariatoga Fire Company officials
dashed to the old type two Section have provided four investigators at
quality and aroma. We are satisfied citj! of Washington in the District of
g Phone—Collegeville 303 or
barn door which was fastened. The the rate of $5 daily and a force of estimated-that the damage to the that our objective has been accom - Columbia On March 12, 1793.
Phoenixville 3786
‘ animal kicked to pieces the lower sec clerical work, which has reached eight house by the fire would’ be between plished.
* We Deliver
tion of the door and was found lying persons at the rate o f $4 daily to care $1000 and $1500. How the fire start
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a
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m
dead half way out of the door by for the large amount of detail work. ed no one knows. The Sana toga Fire of South American and Certified Ara
Montgomery county has 486 stu
farmers who were attracted to .the The county commissioners are pay Company was summoned about 9 p. m. bian Mocha and Java coffees.
dents- enrolled in the University of
scene by the lurid glow of the flames. ing this sum out of county funds and Thursday evening and arrived about
“Mocha and Java coffees have al Pennsylvania as candidates for de
Philadelphia Market Report
the
sapxe
timeasthe
Limerick
Fire
A valuable cow and a number of in addition to furnishing one day’s
ways been considered the finest-grown. grees, according - to a geographical
T h is w ill advise that th e Orchard G allstone man has
rabbits also perished in the fire. Mr. pay in cash for every four days of Company.
However, the crop is small and we classification of enrollment which has Live poultry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13o to 18c
The farm is situated on the road
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Broil.
23c
been
called to the far W est on a business proposition in
Helfrich lost a lot of farming imple work.
have therefore sought, to combine tjiem
Eggs ..28,0 to 35c; candled up to 41e
ments, crops, etc. The loss is esti
Benjamin H. Ludlow, Ardmore at between Green Gables and Fruitville. with the very best South American just been completed.
reference to Orchard, and until his return E ast, w ill cur
$3.50 to $3175
In addition there are- 529 Mont Hogs . ; ...... ............. ..
mated at $3000, partially covered by torney, is chairman of the relief board Limerick firemen said when they ar coffees that would make a perfect
gomery countians who are enrolled in CalVes ...... .................. | $7.00 to $7.50
insurance.
and John H. Schultz, Pottstown, and rived they were unable to find any blend.
tail m edical inform ation in reference to health.
Mr. and Mrs. Helfrich and family Judge Harold G. Knight are members. members of the family at home.
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Acme blend was being developed, we
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apparently Started in the third floor also looked for an appropriate con
The University’s total enrollment, Corn ...................................... 39c to 40c
tainment in St. Peter’s Baptist Church board.,
of the house. The roof was burned off tainer. This new vacuum tin is con less duplications and triplications, is Oats '.. . V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26c to 28c
at Harmonyville when the ’fire broke
W IN K L E R D R U G ST O R E , C ollegeville, Pa.
Hay . i . . , . . . . . . $14.50 t o $15.00
“Oh, come on!” cried Mrs, Peck im and the" attic and second floor gutted sidered a decided improvement over 14,088.
out. When neighbors rushed to the
by
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Of the 7911 students ' enrolled as Bran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15.50 to $16.00
church and informed Helfrich of the patiently, as her husband stopped in
JA C O B K. N IC E , N orristow n, Pa.
the vacuum tin that hgs to be opened
Neighbors carried most of the fur with a key and which does- not re candidates for degrees, a total of
fire the exodus of friends just about front of the slot scales, “No, Maria,”
E D N A L. and R U T H E. P F A U , Phoenixville, Pa.
1
“The bonds of matrimony,” writes
broke up the entertainment.
he retorted, stepping on the machine. niture out of the house.
seal tightly. Otir new container opens 5016, or approximately 63 per cent,
“For once I am going to have my own
by merely prying off the lid and re are residents of the State of Pennsyl Eph Keljoy, of Newport, “are long
term and bear no interest.’
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vania.
weigh.”—Boston Transcript.
.
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seals tightly after using.”
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